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A b strac t

Close antenna spacing, less than a half of a wavelength, in multi-antenna 
systems results in mutual coupling which affects the capacity performance of 
multi-antenna systems. In contrast to previous studies which study mutual 
coupling’s effect on signals, this thesis examines the effect of mutual coupling 
on thermal noise.

We investigate noise correlation in closely spaced multiple antennas, and 
find that noise is correlated due to the mutual coupling. We calculate the 
noise covariance matrix, and the corresponding total thermal noise power 
in multi-antenna systems by applying the Nyquist thermal noise theorem. 
Then, we calculate the receive signal-to-noise ratio in the coupled antenna 
system to complete the quantitative analysis.

By taking into account the noise correlation effect, we provide an analysis 
of the ergodic channel capacity with equal power allocation and water-hlling 
power allocation schemes of the transmitted power. We show that ergodic 
capacity of MIMO systems is underestimated if the noise correlation due to 
the mutual coupling on thermal noise is neglected. Furthermore, we con
firm that the water-filling allocation scheme is superior to the equal-power 
allocation scheme, which is more significant when multiple antennas with 
non-uniformly spaced antennas are used at the receiver. In that case the 
noise coupling affects the signal-to-noise ratio of individual antennas differ
ently.

In order to provide an analysis of the full distribution of the mutual infor
mation over fading channels, we examine the outage capacity which indicates 
the variance of the mutual information. Our numerical investigation of the 
outage capacity shows that the multi-antenna systems with small antenna 
spacing up to 0.2 A provides almost 4 — 6 % better performance in terms
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of outage capacity when the mutual coupling on the noise is accounted for. 
We look at the effective degrees of freedom in the MIMO systems in order 
to isolate the noise correlation effect on the channel capacity. We show that 
for a very small antenna spacing (d — > 0), when the number of effective 
subchannels drops to 1, the water-filling allocation scheme is superior as it 
reconfigures to the optimal situation of allocating the total power to only one 
receiving antenna. We extract the contribution from the noise correlation in 
the channel capacity formula by deriving the noise correlation factor. It en
ables us to derive of the upper bound on channel capacity of MIMO system 
in the presence of correlated noise. This is a significant result as it further 
enables us to estimate the channel capacity of the multiple antennas with 
closely spaced antennas avoiding complex matrix computations, which are 
time-consuming for large numbers of antenna elements. We conclude that 
noise coupling is a substantial parameter in determining the channel capacity 
of closely spaced multiple antennas.

In order to accurately calculate the received correlated noise power, we 
consider the antenna mismatching impedance effect. We analyze the noise 
covariance matrix for the three most common antenna terminated matching 
networks. We show that multi-port conjugate match acts not only as the 
optimal match in terms of maximal delivered signal power, but also as the 
whitening filter for the coupled thermal noise.

Based on the results of our termination network analysis we conclude 
that an adequate matching decoupling network design has to be based on 
the signal-to-noise ratio analysis rather than on the signal power analysis 
alone. This is especially important for wireless systems operating in the low 
signal-to-noise regime such as mobile handheld devices.
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C h a p te r  1

In tro d u c tio n

1.1 M o tiv a tio n  an d  B ack g ro u n d

The ability to communicate with people on the move has evolved remark
ably since Guglielmo Marconi first demonstrated radio’s ability to provide 
continuous contact with ships sailing the English channel. This was in 1897, 
and since then new wireless communication methods and services have been 
enthusiastically adopted by people throughout the world. This has enormous 
implications on the growth of the mobile radio communication industry in 
the last few decades. The growth and diversity of applications in addition 
to the increase of the number of users keep raising new challenges over all 
aspects of mobile communication system design.

Ever-increasing demand for high speed communications and steadily in
creasing miniaturization of mobile hand-held devices place additional, but 
often conflicting, requirements on the mobile communication system design. 
The proposed solution based on using multiple antennas at both ends of 
wireless links, known as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems, 
emerges as a promising solution for the demand for high information through
put [1,2]. Namely, a single user system with Ur transmit and Ur receive 
antennas could theoretically achieve min (rcr, Ur ) separate channels in a mul
tipath propagation environment. It means that capacity scales linearly with 
min (u t ^tir) relative to a system with just one transmit and one receive 
antenna known as a SISO (Single Input Single Output) system.

2
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However, this linear capacity scaling in MIMO systems is achievable only 
under certain assumptions. First of all, the wireless channel should be the 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel [1]. 
This channel scenario corresponds to the wireless channel with the majority 
of the generated transmission paths being mutually independent. Such a 
wireless channel barely reflects reality, and hence it forces the research com
munity to search for more realistic channel models. Further investigations 
have found that the achievable information rate in the real-case scenario, of a 
more realistic channel model environment, is less than one predicted in [1,2].

The calculated high capacity gain of MIMO systems is also implicitly 
based on the assumption that antennas are widely spaced in the multi
antenna systems. Antennas should be spaced at least a at the half of a 
the wavelength apart from each other. However, this condition is directly 
opposed to the miniaturization trend of the mobile hand-held devices. There
fore, the potential implications on the capacity performance should be thor
oughly investigated if multiple antennas with small antenna spacing are in
tended to be used in mobile hand-held devices.

Small antenna spacing in multi-antenna system results in high signal cor
relation. It appears that signal correlation is consequence of two phenomena. 
One is the electromagnetic coupling [3-5] between antennas, and another is 
scattering effects [6-8] in wireless channel. However, the focus in these stud
ies has been signal behavior in multiple antennas, while studies omit thermal 
noise despite the fact that it is also electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, in 
this thesis we provide an analysis of thermal noise behavior in multi-antenna 
system.

First of all, we question the noise correlation in multiple antennas. We 
have found that if antenna spacing is less than a half of a wavelength, thermal 
noise at each antenna port will appear as a correlated noise, and the corre
lation is due to mutual coupling. Then, we estimate the noise correlation 
effect on the MIMO channel capacity.
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1.2 M ultip le A ntennas

A significant improvement in the capacity performance can be achieved by 
using multiple antennas. The potential capacity improvement is based on 
the processing technique that exploits space as a new degree of freedom.

In general, by utilizing multiple antennas, one or more of the following 
benefits can be achieved:

• Spatial diversity - multiple antennas can be used to counteract the 
channel fading due to multipath propagation. This is based on the 
fact that multiple copies of the transmitted signals can be received 
in the multipath propagation environment, and those copies of the 
transmitted signals are affected by different fading conditions. This 
can be utilized to obtain a higher data throughput or to decrease the 
transmission power.

• Multiplexing gain - by using multiple antennas, a higher data through
put can be achieved. The rate increase over the single antenna channel 
capacity is known as the multiplexing gain.

• Array gain - by forming an assembly of radiating elements, an equiva
lent antenna gain can be significantly increased. In such a way, range 
and coverage of such device can be enlarged. Furthermore, the trans
mit power of the mobile hand-held devices can be reduced due to the 
increased gain, or sensitivity of the receiving antenna array;

• Interference suppression - by using the spatial dimension provided by 
multiple antennas, superior interference suppression can be obtained 
in comparison with a single antenna system. Hence, the system can 
be tuned to be less susceptible to interference improving the system 
capacity;

Three major applications, beamforming, diversity combining and spatial 
multiplexing, have been established demonstrating the benefits of utilizing 
multiple antennas. In the following, those applications will be discussed.
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Figure 1.1: Beamforming technique with two-antenna array

T y p ic a l A p p lica tio n s

The beam-forming technique exploits the differential phase between different 
antennas normally at RF level to modify the antenna pattern of the whole 
array.

In order to get better insight into the beamforming technique, we present 
a simple example by calculating the radiation pattern for a two-antenna 
array. The aim is to calculate the strength of the electric held E  at point 
F  due to the radiation from the antennas as shown in Fig. 1.1. At point F, 
which belongs to the antenna far-held, the narrowband received held is given
by

Ef =  E0e~ir' + E0

__ Eoe~iri +  cos 9 + a )

— EQe~iri( 1 +  e *(fcu,dcos0+a)j

where 7q, r 2, d, a, 9 are defined as in Fig. 1.1; Block denoted by a represents 
a multiplier etaj ku = 27r/A is the angular wavenumber.

Further the modulus of the electric held E  received at point F  can be 
calculated as

|£>| =  |£ b |- |( l  +  e*)|
'ip =  k^d cos 0 + a

where |F0| is the modules of the radiation pattern of a single antenna when 
it is used on its own. This radiation pattern is called unit radiation pattern,
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SPU MA

i a,

SPU - signal processing unit 
MA - multiple antennas

X

Figure 1.2: Beamforming technique with n-antenna array

while |(1+ e1̂ )I is the array factor. Similarly, the calculation can be repeated 
for the general case of phase beamforming, i.e., the antenna array with n 

antennas shown in Fig. 1.2. Then, the antenna array radiation pattern is 
given by

IEF \Eo\-
sin n/0/2 
sin 0 /2

In the beamforming arrangement, once the signals are combined, the whole 
array has a single antenna pattern as graphically presented in Fig. 1.2.

For the beamformer to steer the radiation in a particular direction and 
to place the nulls in the interfering directions, the directions of arrival has 
to be known beforehand. In particular, by processing the received signal 
at the output of the array, the directions of arrivals of the incoming signals 
are computed. Then, this angle information is fed into the beamforming 
network to compute the complex weight vectors, phase delay coefficients ay 
and weightings |/0|, for beam steering as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
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Receiver

Detector

Adaptation

Co-phasing and 
summation

Figure 1.3: Diversity combining technique

Beamforming techniques can be broadly divided into two categories: con
ventional (fixed) beamformers and adaptive beamformers. In the conven
tional beamforming technique, a fixed set of weightings \ßß and phase shifts 
eiaj is used to combine the signals from the antennas in the multiple antenna 
system. Based on the information about the locations of the antennas in 
space and the wave directions of interests, the fixed weights ßj are calculated 
in the signal processing unit (SPU). In the case of adaptive beamforming 
techniques, the weights are automatically updated by using the information 
about the antenna locations and wave directions, as well as the information 
extracted from the received signals. As the name indicates, in an adaptive 
beamforming technique, the response is automatically adapted and updated 
to different channel conditions and received signals variations.

Diversity combining is employed to overcome the problem of fading in 
radio channels by utilizing the fact that the signals arriving at different loca
tions fade under different conditions. The signals are combined at the base
band or at the intermediate frequency (IF) level to increase the signal level 
without affecting the individual antenna patterns. Three common diversity 
combining techniques are elaborated below: selection diversity, equal-ratio 
combining and maximum ratio-combining.
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Figure 1.4: Spatial multiplexing technique

Selection diversity is the simplest of these methods. From a collection of 
n antennas the branch with the largest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at any 
time is selected and connected to the receiver. As one would expect, the 
larger the value of n the higher the probability of having a larger SNR at the 
output.

Maximal SNR ratio combining takes a better advantage of all the diver
sity branches in the system, and its block scheme is presented in Fig. 1.3. All 
n branches are weighted with their respective instantaneous signal-to-noise 
ratios. The branches are then co-phased prior to summing in order to en
sure that all branches are added in phase for maximum diversity gain. The 
summed signals are then used as the received signal. The maximal SNR ra
tio combiner has advantages over selection diversity but is more complicated. 
Proper care has to be taken in order to ensure that signals are cophased cor
rectly and gain coefficients are constantly updated.

A variation of maximal ratio combining is equal gain combining. An 
equal gain combiner adjusts the phases of the desired signals and combines 
them in-phase after equal weighting. The output is a cophased sum of all 
the branches.

Finally, spatial multiplexing uses multiple antennas at the transmitter for 
transmission of parallel data streams as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. An original 
high-rate data stream is multiplexed into several parallel streams, each of 
which is sent from one transmit antenna element. The channel “mixed up” 
these data streams, so that each of the receive antenna element “sees” a 
combination of them. If the channel is “well-behaved”, the received signals 
represent linearly independent combinations of the transmitted data streams.
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In this case, an appropriate signal processing technique at the receiver can 
separate the downstream signals. A basic condition is that the number of 
receive antenna elements is at least as large as the number of transmit anten
nas. This technique allows the data rate to be increased by a factor equals to 
the minimum between the number of transmitting and receiving antennas. 
The spatial multiplexing technique will be further investigated later in this 
thesis.

1.3 C losely  S paced  M u ltip le  A n te n n a s

1.3.1 M u tu a l C oupling Effect

When antennas are closely spaced to one other, some of the energy that is 
primary intended for one antenna ends up at the adjacent antennas. Thus, 
the received signal of each antenna reflects not only the magnitude of direct 
incoming electromagnetic waves, but also some portion of the signals induced 
by the adjacent antennas. The effect is known as mutual coupling.

The portion of signal that will be induced from the adjacent antennas 
depends on a number of parameters. We summarize the most important 
parameters affecting mutual coupling.

• Separation between antenna elements is the most crucial parameter 
affecting mutual coupling. Analytical studies [5] have shown that if 
the antenna spacing is equal to or greater than a half of a wavelength, 
mutual coupling is negligible. This implies that mutual coupling will 
also depend on the frequency of the signals being received since the 
distance is expressed in terms of the wavelength;

• In addition to the separation of antenna elements, array geometry and 
the positions of the antenna elements in the array also affect mutual 
coupling. The impact of the placement of antenna elements on the ca
pacity performance of portable devices has been investigated in [9], and 
it has been found that a single antenna element is differently affected 
by the mutual coupling in a nonuniform array comparing to a uniform
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array. Elements on the periphery of the antenna array are less affected 
by the reradiated signals than the other antenna elements;

• Radiation characteristics of antenna is one of the factors determining 
mutual coupling level among the multiple antennas. This can be il
lustrated by the following example which considers the two antennas 
case. If both antennas are transmitting, some of the energy radiated 
from each will be received by other because of the nonideal directional 
characteristic of practical antennas. Part of the incident energy on one 
or both antennas may be rescattered in different directions allowing 
them to behave as secondary transmitters [4]. Similar analysis can be 
obtained for the receiving mode of antennas;

• Relative orientation of antennas in the multi-antenna array plays an 
important factor determining the level of mutual coupling. As an ex
ample, mutual coupling could almost vanish if dipoles are orthogonally 
positioned to each other, as it has been shown in [10];

• Another parameter that affects mutual coupling is direction of arrival 
(DoA). Studies have shown that mutual coupling and DoA are strongly 
coupled [11]. This effect mostly occurs in adaptive antenna arrays. In 
order to direct the antenna beam to a specific angle, the phase shifters 
in feeding network need to be adjusted, resulting in a different feed
ing network and hence different mutual coupling scenarios. Moreover, 
waves impinging on antennas from different angles generate surface 
waves in different directions, which results in different mutual coupling;

• Surrounding objects in the near field of the antenna elements affect 
mutual coupling. Re-radiated signals from antenna elements can be 
reflected back from the near-field scatterers and be coupled back to the 
other elements, resulting in more coupling.

Based on the previous discussion, it is difficult to predict the mutual 
coupling, using closed form expressions, if all these parameters are to be 
accounted for. Furthermore, the results can not be generalized to any config
uration of multiple antennas. However, mutual coupling must be taken into
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Figure 1.5: Network representation of multi-antenna system with coupled 
antennas

account because of its significant impact on system performance. There
fore, we discuss network modeling and simulation methods that account for 
mutual coupling in the next section. We also outline the method used for 
simulation analysis in this thesis.

1.3 .2  M od elin g  o f C losely  Spaced  M u ltip le  A n ten n as

The multi-antenna array can be regarded as a n port network with n ter
minals (shown in Fig. 1.5). If the vector of induced currents is written as

i = [Zi, Z2, »An]T

where (.)T denotes transpose, and the vector of terminal voltages is given by

V  = [ui,u2, ...,vn]T

the circuit relation at the n-port network can be written as

v =  ZTi (1.1)

where Z is the impedance matrix. If multiple antennas are widely spaced, 
the interaction between the antennas are negligible, and thus the impedance
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matrix is a diagonal matrix defined by

Z =  Z& In

where is antenna impedance and In is the identity matrix of order n.
However, in the presence of mutual coupling, the matrix becomes full 

rank, known as the mutual impedance matrix, and is defined by

Zn  • • • Zln ^
Z22 • • • z2n

Zn 2 • • • Znn J

Here, Z3\ is antenna self-impedance for j  =  /, while Zji is the mutual im
pedance for j  ^  l.

In order to calculate the mutual and self impedances, one should employ 
mathematical techniques and tools of the electromagnetic (EM) analysis. 
The EM analysis is a complex task, and there is no need to describe it in 
details here. However, understanding of the basic methods used in the EM 
analysis is of crucial importance, as it enables the most appropriate choice of 
parameters for analysis and accurate interpretation of the obtained results. 
Therefore, we present three basic methods often used in the EM analysis. In 
the order of increasing accuracy and complexity these methods are:

• the induced electromotive force (EMF)

• the method of moments

• the full-wave electromagnetic numerical computation

In each method, an n^-element antenna array is represented as an iV-port 
network. For induced EMF, N  = tla, while for the method of moments, 
N  is an integer multiple of i.e., each antenna is subdivided into equal- 
length increments, each corresponding to a port. Full-wave electromagnetic 
numerical computation assumes that the entire antenna is represented by a 
three-dimensional (3-D) computer-aided design model, and subdivided into 
N  surface patches.

The calculation of the driving point impedance of each port by using 
those three methods is presented in the following.

Zu
Z21

\  Zn 1
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Induced EMF

Induced EMF is a classical method of computing the self and mutual im
pedances of a N —port network representation of an antenna array. Here, 
the Poynting vector, created from the electric and magnetic fields, is inte
grated over the array elements. This method is restricted to straight and 
parallel elements in formation and does not account for radii of the wires 
and the gaps at the feeds. The advantage of induced EMF is that it leads to 
closed-form solutions providing a simple analysis. As an example, following 
the approach of King [12], the elements of the mutual impedance matrix Z, 
can be calculated as

30(0.5772 + ln(2kJ)  -  Ci(2k j ) )  +  30(Si(2k j ) ) ,  m = n 
Rmn T Arnni Vfl 7̂  Vi

( 1.2)

Rmn = 30cos(2/cu;/)(Ci(rxo) + Ci(u0) — 2Ci(rzi) — 2Ci(ui) + 2Ci(kud)) 
+ 30sin(2/cw/)(—Si(u0) + Si(u0) +  2Si(wi) — 2Si(vi))

+ 30(—2Ci(wi) -  2Ci(v!) +  4Ci(fcd))

X mn = 30 cos(2kul)(—Si(u0) — Si(u0) + 2Si(iti) + 2Si(ui) — 2Si (k^d)) 

+ 30sin(2/cw/)(—Ci(wo) + Ci(u0) + 2Ci(wi) — 2Ci(ui))
+ 30(2Si(ui) + 2Si(ui) -  4Si(kud))

u0 = ku (Vd 2 + 4/2 -  2/) 

ui = ku (Vd 2 +  l2 -  l)

Vo — ku(V d2 + 4/2 +  21)

vi = k ^ V d ^ + l 2 + l)

where 1 < m, n < and where d is the horizontal distance between 
vertically-oriented dipole antennas m  and n, / is a half of the length of the
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dipole antenna, and ku = 2 n /\  is the wave number. Since the above ex
pressions only depends on interelement distances, arbitrary arrangements of 
array elements can be considered.

M e th o d  o f M o m en ts

For greater accuracy, we may partition each antenna of the array into equal- 
length segments and apply the method of moments. The method of moments 
is a general technique for converting a set of linear integrodifferential equa
tions into an approximating set of simultaneous algebraic equations suitable 
for solving on a computer. Using electromagnetic theory and assuming uni
directional current flow, the current and charge densities are approximated 
by viewing the antenna arrays as filaments of current and charge of the wire 
axis. Using the method in [13], an expression for the mutual impedance 
matrix elements 1 < m, n < N  is shown to be

Z m n  iiO [ l A  l n • l rn 'ljj(^Tl  ̂ T fl)

where g is the horizontal distance between the antennas containing points 
n and m, a is the dipole antenna radius, ku is the wave number, zm is the 
vertical distance between the points n and m, /i is the permeability, e is 
the permittivity, Aln the length of the nth increment, u  is the frequency of 
operation (in radians per second), and n~ and n+ denotes the starting and 
terminating points of the nth increment, respectively.

Full-w ave E le c tro m a g n e tic  N u m e ric a l C o m p u ta tio n

Full-wave electromagnetic numerical computation models both the electric 
current on a metallic structure and the magnetic current representing the 
field distribution on a metallic aperture. An element of the mutual impedance

+ -— ['ip(n+, m +) — xb{n ,m+) —'0(n+,m ) + ij)(n ,m )]

y/g2 + (z -  zm)2, m ^ n
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matrix Z, is given as

m n {ZsBm ■ Bn}ds
s

J s Js
(1.3)

where Zs is the surface of the antenna increment with surface 5, B n( r ) is a 
basis function, and G(~r \ ~r') is Green’s function. The differences among 
full-wave electromagnetic numerical computation formulations are based on 
the choice of basis functions B n(S^) for the current distribution representa
tion and Green’s functions G{/r\~r ).

S O N N E T ®  software uses a sum of sines and cosines as Green’s func
tion, while some other electromagnetic software such as Zetland IE3D, uses 
the Sommerfield integral as a Green’s function [14]. Although, it is hard 
to make a comparison between different techniques and tools for the EM 
analysis, for a simple antenna array structure such as uniform linear array 
with half-wave dipoles, sufficiently accurate results can be obtained by using 
any of previously mentioned software, S O N N  E T ® , Zeland IE3D, or other 
similar software. On the other hand, for complex antenna structures, mul
tiple EM tools are required in order to efficiently solve Maxwell’s equations. 
In any case, the understanding of the used method is essential as it enables 
the most appropriate choice of parameters for calculation, and the correct 
interpretation of the simulation results.

1.4 S u m m ary  of A p p ro ach

In this chapter, we first summarized the theoretical and practical features of 
multiantenna elements for use in mobile wireless communication networks. 
Then, we indicated on the potential limitations caused by implementing 
multi-antenna systems with small antenna spacing.

Closely spaced antennas result in mutual coupling. The effect of the 
mutual coupling in multiple antennas has been extensively studied by the 
research community. In this thesis, we extended the analysis of the mutual 
coupling effect in the multiple antenna systems by including one missing 
parameter - thermal noise.
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In order to investigate the signal and noise coupling, we elaborated on 
the mutual coupling effect in this chapter. We presented a model of mutual 
coupling effect in multi-antenna systems (used in this thesis). Then, we 
discussed the three basic methods often used for mutual impedance matrix 
calculation, including the full-wave electromagnetic numerical computation, 
that has been used in this thesis.

1.5 S tru c tu re  of th is  T h esis

In this thesis, we provide an analysis of the mutual coupling effect on thermal 
noise. Then, we estimate the channel capacity of multi-antenna systems with 
small inter-element spacings.

In order to provide a better insight into the thesis topics, and to improve 
the clarity of presentation of the research results, the thesis is divided into 
two parts. The first part is focused on the signal processing theory, more 
precisely, the signal and noise coupling in the multi-antenna systems. In the 
second part, the achievable information rate of a wireless communication link 
is estimated when a coupled multi-antenna system is used at one side, or on 
both sides of the link.

1.5.1 Q u e s tio n s  to  b e  A n sw ered  in  th is  T h es is

In this thesis the following open questions are addressed:

1. Part I

• Does mutual coupling affect thermal noise?

• What is the impact of mutual coupling on thermal noise power in 
closely spaced multiple antennas?

• What is the overall effect of mutual coupling on signal-to-noise 
ratio in multi-antenna systems?

• What is the critical antenna spacing beyond which the combined 
mutual coupling can be neglected?

2. Part II
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• How does correlated noise affect ergodic channel capacity of 
MIMO wireless systems?

• How does correlated noise impact outage channel capacity, and 
cumulative distribution function of channel capacity?

• What is the minimum antenna spacing beyond which the channel 
capacity is not affected by mutual coupling?

• How many effective degrees of freedom can be formed in MIMO 
wireless system with coupled antennas?

• Could we separately estimate the total contribution of the noise 
correlation on the channel capacity?

1.5.2 C onten t and C ontribu tions o f T h esis

In the following, the chapters of the thesis are outlined with emphasis on
contributions made within:

Part I

Chapter 1 is the introduction chapter into the first part of the thesis. The 
system with multiple antennas, its advantages and typical applications, 
is elaborated. The mutual coupling effect is considered in the multi
antenna systems. The modeling of the coupled multiple antennas, and 
the calculation method of the elements of the mutual impedance matrix 
are also presented.

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of the noise correlation due to mutual 
coupling in the mobile wireless communication systems. Noise covari
ance matrix and correlated noise power matrix are calculated for the 
two antenna array. This is followed by the derivation of the closed 
form solution for the noise covariance matrix and the correlated noise 
power matrix in the general case - multi-antenna system with n anten
nas. Simulation results indicate that the coupled thermal noise power is 
reduced in comparison with the thermal noise power of isolated dipole.
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Chapter 3 examines the combined effect of noise and signal coupling in the 
multi-antenna systems. We investigate the combined effect of mutual 
coupling on signal and noise on the signal-to-noise ratio performance. 
Our simulation results indicate that the signal-to-noise ratio in coupled 
multiple antennas is underestimated if the noise coupling effect is not 
accounted for.

Chapter 4 is the concluding chapter of the first part of the thesis.

Part II

Chapter 5 represents the introduction into a wireless communication the
ory. We examine the MIMO channel models found in the literature. In 
particular, we elaborate on the channel model that has been found as 
the most suitable for our analysis. We present the correlation model 
which introduces the signal coupling into the MIMO channel model.

Chapter 6 - the concept of noise coupling is introduced into the channel 
capacity calculations of MIMO systems with small antenna spacings. 
Channel capacity performance of the MIMO systems is estimated by 
varying the antenna spacing which has the greatest influence on the 
coupling level in the multi-antenna systems. Ergodic channel capac
ity is investigated by applying equal power allocation and water-filling 
power allocation schemes at the transmitters. Furthermore, capacity 
outage and its cumulative distribution function are presented for very 
small antenna spacing along with the case when antennas are separated 
for more than a half of wavelength. The number of effective degrees 
of freedom is then examined. Noise correlation factor is derived, en
abling the quantification of the noise correlation contribution to the 
channel capacity. Finally, an upper bound of the channel capacity of 
the coupled multi-antenna systems is defined.

Chapter 7 explores the effect of mismatching impedance due to the com
bined mutual coupling effect on signal and noise on the capacity per
formance of the MIMO systems. Three most widely used matching 
networks are analyzed, and it has been confirmed that the multi-port
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conjugate matching network is optimal in terms of signal power, and 
it also acts as the whitening filter on the coupled thermal noise. Fur
ther, the capacity of MIMO systems is estimated when the coupled 
multi-antenna systems is used at both sides of the link, receiver and 
transmitter. Our simulation results confirm that the transmit coupling 
degrades the capacity performance compared to the case with no con
straint on the emitted power.

C hap ter 8 is the concluding chapter of the second part of the thesis.



C h ap te r 2

C o rre la ted  Noise

2.1 Introduction

Mobile wireless communication system design comprises a comprehensive 
setup of tasks with the core objective to attain the minimum achievable 
received signal power level to enable reliable transmission over a wireless 
channel. In a noise limited environment, the minimum received signal power 
level Ps can be defined as

Ps [dBm] = S N R min[dB] + Pn[dBm] (2.1)

where S N R min is a minimum signal-to-noise ratio and Pn is a noise power 
level.

Therefore, the transmission quality criterion for the wireless system design 
can be defined as a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver 
to achieve a pre-defined threshold for reliable communications. For digital 
systems, the transmission quality is defined in terms of the bit error rate 
(BER) and is driven by a range of factors such as modulation schemes, coding, 
etc. However, the SNR still persists as an essential parameter in determining 
the transmission quality of digital systems.

In a multi-user setting, an additional limitation is placed on the design 
of wireless systems where the interference from other users can significantly 
reduce the capacity performance of wireless systems. The presence of strong 
interferences is generally equated to a very noisy environment when the in-

20
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terference attains the AWGN characteristic, and it has been an established 
belief, prior to 1988 [15], that correct detection and demodulation is impossi
ble. However, it was demonstrated in [15,16] and other papers that by using 
multiuser detection it is possible to combat multiuser interference in mobile 
wireless communication systems. Multiuser detection is based on the idea of 
detecting interference, and exploiting the resulting knowledge to mitigate its 
effect on the desired signal. Using such techniques, interference becomes less 
detrimental then noise [17].

From the previous discussions, one can conclude that the noise becomes 
a crucial factor in determining the transmission quality over the wireless 
channels even for multi-user mobile communications. In this context, we 
provide an analysis of the received noise in a multi-antenna system, while we 
examined the effects of signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver in Chapter 3.

In the next section, antenna noise is elaborated. This is followed by an 
interpretation of the noise coupling effect in the multi-antenna systems in 
Section 2.3. An analytical evaluation of the correlated noise in the multi
antenna system is given in Section 2.4, while, simulation results are pre
sented in Section 2.6. Concluding remarks and contributions are listed in 
Section 2.7.

2.2 A n te n n a  N oise

The noise appearing at the output of a receiver has its origin partially in the 
receiver and partially outside the receiver. The external noise is picked up 
by the antenna and is generally referred to as “antenna noise”. This type of 
noise is largely either man-made or environmental in origin.

Antenna noise at microwave frequencies (1GHz - 300 GHz) is largely ther
mal in origin. It has been found experimentally that with a few exceptions 
(e.g., radiation from fluorescent lights) antenna noise at microwave frequen
cies could be traced to thermal radiation emitted by surrounding objects [18]. 
In such a way, the thermal radiation intercepted by an antenna depends upon 
the object at which the antenna is pointed. Further, the limiting sensitivity 
of a receiver depends upon the nature of the objects at which the antenna is 
directed.
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In summary, the dominant antenna noise for mobile wireless applications 
is thermal noise. However, impulse noise may be a predominant disturbance 
for some indoor situations. Therefore, both the thermal and impulse noise 
will be elaborated in the following.

2.2.1 T herm al Noise

Noise is the result of the random motion of charged particles in a conductor. 
In general, the mechanical motions of these charged particles are coupled with 
other forms of energy such as the incident radiation energy on an antenna. 
When the charged particles are in thermal equilibrium with all other forms of 
energy with which they might be coupled, the noise is called thermal noise.

Because of the continuous thermal agitations of the charged particles, a 
random current I(t) exists. If a sufficiently sensitive ammeter is placed across 
the conductor’s terminal, a fluctuating reading would be observed. In similar 
way, a voltmeter would show a fluctuating voltage V{t). Schematically, this 
conductor can be represented as a noiseless resistance in series with a voltage 
source, with a spectral intensity proportional to that of the current generated 
therein as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). Similarly, the conductor as a current source 
in parallel with a noiseless resistance can be presented as shown in Fig. 2.1(b).

The noiseless resistance in either instance has the same numerical measure 
as the actual, noisy one. Since V(t) =  I ( t )R, the spectral intensities are (in 
steady or equilibrium state) related by

Wv (f) =  R2W,( f )  (2.2)

where Wj(t) and Wy{t) are current and voltage spectral densities, respec
tively. They were derived in two ways:

1. Directly on the basis of a kinetic-theory model of conduction process. 
Originally, it was presented in [19-21];

2. By appropriate thermodynamical arguments, which do not depend on 
the detailed mechanism of conduction. This was done originally by 
Nyquist [22].
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Figure 2.1: Equivalent representations of a resistance (at temperature T): (a) 
resistance represented as a noiseless resistance in series with a voltage source 
(b) resistance represented as a current source in parallel with a noiseless 
resistance

The former has the advantage of explicitness. The later is more abstract, 
while avoiding some of the technical difficulties inherent in any detailed model 
of the conduction process. Then, the voltage spectrum becomes

where k = 1.3806503 x 10~23J / K  is the Boltzmann constant, and T  is the 
absolute temperature in K.

The result (2.3) is strictly speaking, valid only for the low-frequency end 
of the spectrum. If this relation were used for all frequencies, the power spec
trum W y( f ) /R  = 4 kT  would then be independent of frequency in this model 
and one would have an infinite total power. In his original paper [22], Nyquist 
indicates that the difficulty can be overcome by replacing the equipartition 
value kT  for the energy per mode of one-dimensional transmission line by 
Planck’s expression, as follows

hf(ehf/kT -  l ) ' 1

where h =  6.6260692 x 10~34Js is Planck’s constant, and /  is frequency.
Then, the voltage spectral density becomes

Wv (f) = 4 kTR (2.3)
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wvV) =  ^7wrr~i ^
Thus, the spectrum departs noticeably from its constant low-frequency value 
at about /  =  (k/h)T = 2.1 x 10loT Hz.

Now, the mean power P  dissipated in the resistive element can be calcu
lated as

P =  W ,( f )R ( f )d f  =  4KT R ( f ) 2\Y(iui)\2df 
Jo Jo

roo
= /  Wv (f)\Y(iu)\2df

(2.5)

( 2 .6 )

where Y  (iw) is admittance, and co is angular frequency. Here, the finite 
power is due to the frequency selective properties of the circuit, and not to 
the actual high-frequency behavior of the resistive element, since the “low- 
frequency” approximation is assumed.

Additionally, the general Nyquist’s formula for voltage and current spec
tral density is valid for a general (linear passive) network when different 
resistances in the network are no longer at the same temperature. Then the 
spectral distribution of the total mean squared current fluctuations is the 
sum of the current spectral densities of each resistance [23]

W,U) = (2.7)
t 1

where Zei is an equivalent resistance of the source Ei [24]. This result is 
experimentally confirmed in [25].

2.3 N oise C ou p lin g

In this Section, we investigate the electromagnetic coupling of the thermal 
radiation intercepted by antenna elements.

First of all, the generalized Nyquist noise theorem is presented. Then, the 
noise coupling for the simplest case, two dipole antennas, will be elaborated. 
This is followed by the more general case where the noise coupling in multiple 
antenna systems will be examined.
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2.3.1 T h e rm a l N o ise  E le c tro m a g n e tic  R a d ia t io n

Thermal noise electromagnetic radiation results in self-induced noise, also 
known as self-radiated thermal noise of an antenna element [26]. Further
more, when an antenna element is placed in the close proximity of other 
radiated bodies, including the adjacent antenna elements, thermal noise is 
induced from the closely spaced radiated bodies [26]. It was predicted by [27] 
that the partially correlated noise is induced into two closely spaced antennas 
with isolated receivers. Theoretical formulation of this effect is given by the 
Nyquist thermal noise theorem [28].

2.3 .2  N y q u is t T h e rm a l N o ise  T h e o re m

The generalized Nyquist thermal noise theorem [28] allows us to determine 
thermal noise power of coupled antennas in a multi-antenna system. The 
theorem states that for a passive network in thermal equilibrium it is possi
ble to represent the complete thermal-noise behavior by applying Nyquist’s 
theorem independently to each element of the network.

In general, a network (even nonreciprocal) with a system of na internal 
thermal generators all at absolute temperature T is equivalent to the source- 
free network together with a system of noise voltage generators Em,m  = 
l,...,n ^  with zero internal impedance [27]. Noise generator voltages are 
correlated and spectral density of their cross-correlation is given by (relates 
to the two coupled antenna case in Fig. 2.2(a))

where (•) denotes expectation, Zmn and Znm are the mutual impedances, and 
k is Boltzmann’s constant and T  is absolute temperature. Similarly, spectral 
density of the nodal current cross-correlation is

( 2.8)

= 2 kT + (2.9)

where Tmn and Ynm are the mutual admittances. Correlation is zero when 
the mutual coupling is purely reactive. Furthermore, the expressions (2.8) 
and (2.9) can be generalized, and matrix of spectral densities for network
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Figure 2.2: (a) Two coupled antennas and corresponding representa

tion of their self (Z n ,Z 22 ), mutual (Z i2,Z 21) and load im
pedances (b) Network representation for two antenna array with voltage noise 

generators associated with antennas E \ ,  E 2 and load E l i  , E l 2 impedances
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system can be written as

Wee] =2/cT(Z + Z*) (2.10)

where (•)* denotes conjugate transpose or Hermitian transpose. Further, 
matrix of current’s spectral densities is

VFjjt =  2kT (Y  + Y*) (2.11)

where Z and Y are the mutual impedance and admittance matrices, respec
tively; e and j are voltage and current vectors, respectively.

From (2.11) and (2.10), one can conclude that the cross-correlations be
tween the voltages/currents of open thermal noise sources are directly pro
portional to the real part of their mutual impedances and admittances. Based 
upon these properties, total exchangeable thermal noise power between the 
multi-antenna systems and load network will be calculated.

2.4 N oise in M u lti-a n te n n a  S y stem s

Based on the Nyquist Thermal Noise theorem, the noise correlation matrix 
for the closely spaced antenna can be derived. The correlated noise current 
and associated noise power for the simplest case, the two-dipole array, are 
calculated [29]. Then, for the generalized case, the noise covariance matrix 
and correlated noise power for the multi-antenna system with n antennas, is 
presented [30].

2.4 .1  T w o-anten n a  C ase

One can write the noise voltage spectral densities as in Fig. 2.2(b) for the 
two-antenna array in terms of its current spectral densities W jk and spectral 
densities of noise voltage generators WEk by

WVl = ZnW j, + Z121TJ2 -  WEli + WEl -  ZL1Wj, (2.12)

WV2 = Z21WJx +  Z22WJx = WEl2 +  WE2 -  ZL2Wj2 (2.13)

where Wjn l = 1,2 are the noise current spectral density and Wyn l = 1,2 
the associated noise voltage spectral density of Ith antenna element. The
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terms WEhl , I =  1,2 are the voltage spectral density of the noise generator 
associated with the load impedance of receiver Z u , l =  1,2 and l =  1,2 

are the voltage spectral density of the noise generator associated with the 

input impedance of the Ith antenna element, respectively.

Furthermore, the spectral density of noise currents can be expressed as

Wj, =  i ^ r ( ( Z 22 +  ZL2)(WBli +  WEl) -  Z21(WEl, +  WEl))

Wj2 =  - ± -  ((Z „  +  Zl1)(WeL2 +  WE2) -  Z12(WEli + WEl)) (2.14)

where |ZA| =  det(ZA) is determinant of the receiver front-end impedance 

matrix Z a given by

Z A =
Z \ \  + Z u  

Z 2 1

(2.15)

The power spectral density of thermal noise absorbed in the receiver load 

of the first antenna - W m (f)  is

WN1( f ) = 1- ( Z hl +  Z l1)W Jlj;(2.16)

Similarly, for the second antenna:

WN2( f )  =  1 (Z L2 +  (2.17) 

Substituting the expressions (2.12) in (2.16) yields

WN1(f) = {2\C\\Z\\ ( {Z22 + Z“ )(Z2*2 +  Z^ We^  +  We'.*})

— Z 2\{Z 22 +  ^ l 2)W ElE* — ^ 2 1 ( ^ 2 2  +  Z L2)W e *e2 

+  Z2lZ'21(W EL2E.L2 +  (2.18)

Using (2.8) for the cross-correlation of noise voltage spectral density, the 

expression (2.18) becomes

w m {f )  =  k T (-̂t f j ) ]- ((Z22+ Z L2)(Z'22+Z' L2)((ZLi + Z'L1) +  (Zn+z;,))

— ^2 1 ( ^ 2 2  + Z l2)(Zi2 + Z\ 2 ) — ^2i(^22 + ZL2){Zi2 + Z[2)

+  Z 2\Z 2i ((Z'l2 +  Z l2) +  (Z 22 +  ^ 2 2 ) ) )  (2.19)
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The spectral density of total collected noise power in the received load of 
the first antenna consists of two parts:

1. its internal thermal noise from its own resistance; and

2. the externally received noise that is accumulated from space.

Further, the external noise consists of two parts:

1. one that its own antenna amasses directly; and

2. the part that is indirectly gathered through adjacent closely-spaced 
antenna [31].

Similarly, the spectral density of thermal noise power of second antenna 
is

w N2(f) = k T ( ( Z n +Z M + Z -L1) ((ZL2+ Z ’h2) + (Z22 + Z2*2))

-  Z12(Z'U + z [ 1) (z21 + -  z ; 2(Zu + + z 2\ )

+ Z12Z,*2((ZL1 + Z'L1) +  + z*,))) (2.20)

For a given receiver bandwidth B : the thermal noise powers accumulated in 
the receiver loads of the first and second antennas can be written as

P ni = /  WN1( f ) d f
J  B

(2.21)

PN2= f  Wm ( f ) d f
J  B

(2.22)

where (•) denotes the mean value.
The closed-form solution for the mutual impedance of two infinitely thin 

antennas in echelon is given in [12]. However, by implementing the closed 
form solution, the analytically obtained results will be restricted to only a 
few applications. Therefore, numerical methods for calculating the mutual 
impedance matrix are proposed, and results are presented in Section 2.6.
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the receive subsystem including coupled an
tenna array and loads

2.4 .2  G e n e ra l C ase

An equivalent linear network representation with internal noise sources of 
the multi-antenna system with nR antennas is presented in Fig. 2.3. Based 
on block diagram in Fig. 2.3, the vector of the noise current j can be written 
as

j =  (Z +  Z l) - 1 • er  (2.23)

where is thermal noise voltage vector contributions from antenna’s and 
load’s system impedances, Z is the mutual impedance matrix, and is load 
impedance matrix.

Then, the cross-covariance matrix of thermal noise current spectral den
sities is given by

Wj(/) = (Z +  ZL) - 1W jT(/) ((Z  +  (2.24)

By applying the Nyquist thermal noise theorem (2.10) for the network in 
Fig. 2.3, the matrix of the voltage cross-spectral densities is the contribution 
from the thermal noise from antennas and termination impedances, and can 
be calculated as

w JT( f )  =  2kT((Z +  ZL) +  (Z +  Z L)*) (2.25)
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Then, the matrix of the spectral densities of the nodal noise currents can be 
rewritten as

W j =  2kT(Z + Zl ) - 1 ((Z + ZL) +  (Z +  ZL)*)((Z  +  ZL) - y  (2.26)

Further, the matrix of the thermal noise cross-power spectral densities can 
be written as

WPn =  2fcTdiag((9MZL)(Z +  Z L) " ' ((Z +  ZL) +  (Z +  ZL)*)((Z  +  ZL) ' l ) t)
(2.27)

where diag(-) is diagonal operator, and Dde(-) denotes real part of complex 
value.

The total thermal noise power dissipated at loads ZL is

PN =  2kTBTv{<Hc(Zh)(Z +  Z L) - 1((Z +  Z L) +  (Z +  ZL)*)((Z  +  Zl )“ 1)1)
(2.28)

where Tr(-) denotes the trace operator.
The solution in (2.27) is general, and is valid for any multi-antenna sys

tems. When the antennas are widely spaced, the mutual impedances are 
negligible, and the total thermal noise power becomes the sum of individual 
antenna thermal noise powers, as one can see from (2.27).

P tv — 4 TijikTB (2.29)

note that it is assumed that isolated antenna are matched to the loads im
pedance Z =  Z*L.

Based on this analysis, one can conclude that the noise current correlation 
matrix (2.24) directly reveals the noise correlation. On the other hand, the 
correlated noise power matrix is the diagonal matrix composed of the coupled 
antenna noise powers. Yet, each element of the correlated noise power matrix 
consists of noise intercepted by its own antenna, and the noise dissipated due 
to the mutual coupling from the adjacent antennas.

2.5 N oise C o rre la tio n  M a tr ix  - D efin itio n

In order to provide an comparative analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio and 
channel capacity performance (presented in Chapterö) when the noise is cor-
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related versus uncorrelated noise, we used the normalized noise correlation 
matrix - noise coupling matrix.

We define here the noise coupling matrix. But, in order to be able to de
fine it, we have previously defined uncorrelated and correlated noise matrices 
as they will be referred in our analysis.

Definition 2.1. Let the number of antennas in the multi-antenna systems be 
riA- Further, antennas are widely spaced and noise is uncorrelated AWGN. 
If the thermal noise power of isolated antenna is N, the uncorrelated noise 
matrix is given by

N -  NIn (2.30)

where In identity matrix of order n, and N is the thermal noise power of 
uncoupled antenna element.

Definition 2.2. Let the number of antennas in the multi-antenna systems 
be tia• Further, antennas are closely spaced imposing noise correlation. If 
coupled thermal noise power of ith antenna is denoted by PNi, as calculated 
in (2.21), then the noise correlation matrix is given by

N C

< Pm 0 0 0
0 P n 2 0 0

l  0 0 0 P n  n

(2.31)

Definition 2.3. Let the number of antennas in the multi-antenna systems be 
ua- Furthermore, antennas are closely spaced and noise is correlated. If the 
thermal noise power of ith coupled antenna is denoted by P/vo as calculated 
in (2.21), the matrix noise coupling matrix can be defined as

Nc =  N - 'N C

Pni / N  0 0 0 \
0 P /V2 / N  0 0

\  0 0 0 P n t i / N  J
(2.32)

The effect of noise coupling on channel capacity performance of MIMO 
system used in mobile wireless communication will be investigated based on 
the above definitions in the second part of this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: Effect of mutual coupling on average thermal noise power per 
antenna element in the multiple element antenna systems

2.6 S im u la tio n  E x p e rim e n ts

In this section we use the computer simulation to confirm the results of the 
presented analysis. Our simulation models are based on the calculations for 
uniform linear arrays (ULA) with two and three half-wave dipoles. Mutual- 
and self impedances are calculated by using SONNET® [32] software.

Fig. 2.4 depicts mutual coupling effects upon thermal noise power in mul
tiple element antenna systems [29]. Simulation analysis shows a decrease in 
thermal noise power for antenna spacing below 0.5A if mutual coupling of 
thermal noise is considered in comparison with traditional approach which 
ignores the coupling interaction for thermal noise. Results are given for an
tenna spacing below 0.7A.

In order to understand the effect presented in Fig. 2.4, lets first recall the
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Figure 2.5: Correlation coefficients of thermal noise voltages due to mutual 
coupling effect

origin of thermal noise. As previously elaborated thermal noise has its origin 
(internal) partially in the receiver and partially outside of the receiver (exter
nal). By decreasing the antenna spacing between the antenna elements, the 
effective antenna aperture of each elements will be reduced. Thus, the power 
of noise that is picked up by each antenna element will have a tendency to 
decline. The adjacent antenna partially blocks the incidents waves. In gen
eral, it is expected that for the overlapping case, when all antenna elements 
can be seen as one element, the external thermal noise approaches the value 
of a noise pick up by a single, isolated element with an equivalent radiated 
resistance.

Furthermore, we compare thermal noise power of a single dipole in a two- 
and three-dipole array. It was shown in Fig. 2.4 that thermal noise power
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of a single dipole in three-dipole array is lower than in two-dipole array at 
the same interelement spacing. This is due to asymmetrical placement of 
dipoles in the uniform linear array. In other words, a dipole placed in the 
middle position of the uniform three-dipole array will be more affected by 
the mutual coupling than the other two dipoles in the array.

Additionally, we estimate the noise correlation coefficients in order to 
draw conclusions about mutual coupling effect on noise correlation [29]. We 
compute correlation coefficients of complex thermal noise voltages within 
antenna spacing range [0,1A] in two- and three-antenna arrays. Voltage 
correlation coefficient is computed as

7 l2  = (Vi,V2>

' x /E flU  -  E{V̂W}E- £{U } |2}

where, Vi: i = 1,2 is the voltage at the output port of ith antenna element. 
Thermal noise voltages for the two- and three-antenna arrays are calculated 
by using (2.12) and (2.13). Similar expressions can be easily derived for the 
case of three-antenna array.

Fig. 2.5 plots the resulting magnitude of the correlation coefficients versus 
antenna spacing, for both, two-dipole and three-dipole arrays. The correla
tion coefficients are calculated for the adjacent dipoles (12), (23)(Fig. 2.5) and 
dipoles set 2 x d apart(13)(Fig. 2.5). The results from Fig. 2.5 confirm that 
thermal noise between the adjacent antenna elements in the multi-antenna 
system is highly correlated for antenna spacing up to 0.5A.

Uncorrelated white noise is usually presupposed in antenna array applica
tions. However, the results from Fig. 2.5 corroborate our theoretical analysis 
that mutual coupling strongly correlates thermal noise when antennas are 
closely spaced. The noise depends on the inter-element spacing of the array 
elements. Additionally, for the asymmetrical arrangement of antennas in the 
antenna array such as uniform three-antenna array, the correlation will be 
affected by their mutual placement.
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2.7 S u m m ary  an d  C o n tr ib u tio n s

This chapter outlines a procedure for thermal noise analysis of the multi
antenna system with coupled antennae. We provide an analysis of electro
magnetic coupling effect on thermal noise in an antenna array. We calculate 
the thermal noise power of an antenna in the coupled antenna array. We 
confirm the partial correlation of thermal noise for antenna spacing below a 
half of a wavelength.

Specific contributions made in this chapter are:

1. We calculate thermal noise power in an antenna array when antenna 
elements are closely spaced presupposing strong electromagnetic cou
pling between the elements. In order to gain better insight of noise 
coupling affecting closely spaced antennas, we first provide an analysis 
for the simplest case — two-antenna array. Then, the general case is 
presented when the number of antennas is tia',

2. The closed-form expression of total thermal noise power for coupled 
multi-antenna system is derived;

3. We corroborate our theoretical analysis of thermal noise in the coupled 
antenna array with the simulation results. The results indicate that 
thermal noise power of a dipole in the two- and three-dipole arrays is 
lower than noise power of isolated dipole. The statement is true when 
the antenna spacing in the two- and three-dipole arrays is lower than 
0.4 A;

4. Finally, we use the simulation to confirm the correlation of thermal 
noise due to the mutual coupling in an antenna array with antenna 
spacing up to 0.4 A.



C h ap te r 3

Signal-to-N oise R a tio  A nalysis

3.1 S y stem  O verv iew

The ever-increasing demand for wireless services with steadily increasing 
number of applications and users force the wireless research community to 
investigate all possible ways to increase information throughput [17]. The 
methods based on more effective exploitation of spatial dimension of wireless 
channel, such as the multiple antenna systems when used as spatial multi
plexers, might be seen as a promising solution [1].

Spatial multiplexing allows direct improvement of capacity by simultane
ous transmission of multiple datastreams. While information-theoretic limits 
of these systems will be examined in Part II of this thesis, a practical real
ization of parallel datastream transmission is presented in the following. In 
order to provide an analysis of the SNR of multi-antenna systems, a typi
cal front-end receiver of such a system is outlined. This is followed by the 
SNR analysis when strong electromagnetic coupling among the antennas is 
presupposed. It will be shown and quantitatively evaluated that the SNR is 
underestimated if the effect of noise coupling is omitted from the analysis.

3.1 .1  Layered S pace-tim e S tru ctu re

Spatial multiplexing is a technique for transmission of several datasteams 
in parallel. One possible realization is joint encoding of the datastreams. 
These datastreams are then transmitted from different antennas, and joint

37
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a horizontal BLAST trensceiver

maximum likelihood detection is used at the receiver. However, for most 
practical cases, the complexity of joint maximum likelihood sequence esti
mation (MLSE) is too high [17]. For this reason, so-called layered space- 
time structures have been proposed [33]. This technique decomposes the 
demodulation process into several separate layers, each of which has a lower 
complexity. These structures are also known under the name of BLAST (Bell 
labs LAyered Space Time) architectures.

The diagonally-layered space-time architecture proposed by Foschini [33], 
known as D-BLAST, uses multielement antenna arrays at both transmitter 
and receiver. It is based on the diagonally-layered coding structure in which 
code blocks are dispersed across diagonals in space-time. In an independent 
Rayleigh scattering environment, this processing structure leads to theoret
ical information rates which grow linearly with the number of transmit and 
receive antennas.

A simpler layered space-time structure is Horizontal BLAST (H-BLAST), 
and the block diagram is presented in Fig. 3.1. The transmitting unit con
sists of a vector encoder and tit QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) 
transmitters. Signals are coded, modulated and sent to individual antenna 
elements. Each antenna is fed by the power that is proportional to l /n r  
so that the total radiated power is constant and independent of nr- The 
channel mixes up the different datastreams. The n r receivers consist of con
ventional QAM receivers. A discrete-time baseband detection process for
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a single transmitted vector signal is then applied. The detection process 
depends on the chosen detection criterion. The most common choices are 
minimum mean-square error (MMSE) and zero-forcing (ZF). Overall, the 
scheme is similar to multiuser detection [15-17].

3.1 .2  R eceiv in g  U n it

This section describes a typical receiving unit (RX) of the multiple antenna 
system when it is integrated in hand-held devices. In particular, the radio 
front-end of the receiver is outlined.

A single receiving unit is presented in Fig. 3.2. Signal received by antenna 
is firstly filtered, and then it is amplified by an ultra-low noise amplifier. The 
amplified signal is then mixed down to the first intermediate frequency (IF) 
stage (13 MHz) and sent to QAM receiver. Digitized baseband signals is then 
sent to digital signal processing unit (DSPU) that performs the detection 
process [34].

The receiver is fully integrated from LNA (low-noise amplifier) input to 
the analog-to-digital convertor, and the receiver chain can achieve very low 
noise factor (NF) by using an advanced SiGe BiCMOS technology [35].

In general, the sensitivity of the radio front-end receiver is driven by 
noise power intercepted by an antenna, the total noise factor of the radio 
front-end part of the receiver, and minimum required SNR determined by 
the required bit-error-rate (BER) for QAM modulation. Thereby, one can
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conclude that the sensitivity of radio front-end receiver can be precisely de
fined only if the antenna thermal noise power and signal-to-noise ratio are 
accurately determined. While the noise coupling effect upon thermal noise 
has been elaborated in Section 2.4, here we provide an analysis of SNR at 
the antenna port. It is our intention to examine the possible directions to 
improve the design of front-end receiver of the multiple antenna system when 
it is integrated in the mobile hand-held devices.

3.2 C o u p lin g  Effect on  A verage  S N R

This analysis is based on the discrete-time observation of the received sig
nal [36] in the following form

y = CHx + n (3-1)

where y is the t i r  x 1 vector of the receiving signals, H is the U r  x t i t  channel 
matrix, C is the tir x hr coupling matrix, x is the n ^ x l  vector of transmitted 
signals and n is tlr x 1 noise vector. Here, the correlation between the 
elements of some vector a is denoted by a.

The effect of mutual coupling is taken into account in the system model (3.1) 
by using the coupling matrix which is defined as [37]

C = (ZA + ZL)(Z + Z L) - ' (3.2)

where Z& is the antenna impedance, ZL is the load impedance matrix, and 
Z is the mutual impedance matrix.

The coupling matrix approach is commonly used to take account of the 
signal coupling at the receiver in multi-antenna arrays [38]. Other meth
ods have also been proposed. For example, the effect of mutual coupling 
can be incorporated into the signal power formula by using the scattering 
(S) parameters [39,40]. The measurement results in [41] confirm that suffi
cient accuracy can be achieved by using the coupling matrix, and hence it is 
adopted here for the purpose of our analysis.

In our analysis, we use the channel model for outdoor environment H 
which is defined in [42]. Then, the channel matrix used in the system
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model (3.1) can be replaced by

H - ^ T ?

y / n s ^
G rR 1/2

0S,2ds/ n s G tR 1/2
9t,dt (3.3)

where Gr and G t are i.i.d. Rayleigh fading matrix of size Ur x ns  and ns x  
n r  respectively; while ns  is the number of scatterers; 0r and dr are the 
angular spread and the antenna spacing at the receiver; 6t and dt are the 
angular spread and the antenna spacing at the transmitter; Os and ds are 
the corresponding angular spread and the spacing between the scatterers 
positioned between the receiver and transmitter; R or^r is the % xn/} receive 
correlation matrix; R os ,2D /s  is the n s  x n s  correlation matrix and R 0,-dt is 
the nR x ns transmit correlation matrix.

If it is considered that signals are correlated at the receiver side only, the 
channel matrix becomes

H = C G ,  (3.4)

In general, the correlation in Re 4  is due to the nonrichness of the scat
tering environment and/or noninfinite separation between the elements d.

By considering only the correlation matrix at the receiver side, we take 
into account just the scatterers surrounding the receiving antenna system. 
It is physically plausible because the electromagnetic coupling phenomenon 
which is the major concern of this analysis exists only locally around the 
receiving antennas. In such a way only those scatterers acting in conjunction 
with the mutual coupling could significantly affect the result.

The distribution of the scatterers affects the correlation. For example, in 
the case of the uniform power azimuthal distribution, the spatial correlation 
between two waves is equal to the Bessel function of the first kind of order 
zero J0(.). In the next section, we will discuss other commonly used power 
azimuth distributions in the literature.

3.2 .1  S ignal S patia l C orrelation

The spatial correlation between the waves impinging on two antenna ele
ments has been studied in numerous references. Mathematically, the spatial
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correlation coefficient between two antennas can be expressed as [43,44]

Pc = I C  /; EXP, 4>)E2(6, <t>)P(e, 0) s in 9d0d4> l2 

nl, ( C  foK(8, *)P(9, </>) sin OdM*)

where Ei(Q,(f>) is the electric field antenna pattern of ith antenna, P(9,(f>) 
is the distribution of angle of arrival (AoA), and 9 and <j> are the azimuth 
and elevation angles, respectively. Hence, the evolution of the correlation 
coefficients as a function of the distance between antenna elements mostly 
depends on the AoA distribution and on the radiation pattern.

The statistical distribution of the AoA defines the electromagnetic waves 
arrive on the antennas from different direction. It describes the AoA of the 
electromagnetic waves after collisions with the scatterers.

The choice of AoA distribution depends on the environment, and different 
distributions of AoA result in different correlation values. For example, in
door offices can create a three-dimensional (3D) diffusive medium as there are 
sufficient horizontal and vertical scatterers [45]. For the 3D environment the 
spatial correlation is investigated when scatterers are uniformly distributed 
around antennas, and when scatterers are uniformly placed within certain 
angular sector [8].

On the other hand, the urban and suburban cellular environments are pri
marily two-dimensional (2D) due to the planar distribution of mobile phone 
users, the vertical nature of dominant scatterers (building) and the planar 
sensitivity patterns of high gain cell site antennas [36]. In the 2D case, the 
spatial correlation primarily depends upon the power azimuth distribution. 
In the following, we have outlined several distributions that have been re
ported in the literature.

For the channel model presented in [46], the nth power of a cosine function 
is used as a model of the power azimuth spectrum. However, this model has 
been regarded as inconvenient, since it does not enable closed-form deriva
tion [47] of spatial correlation functions. Hence, two other distributions, a 
truncated Gaussian and a uniform, have been introduced in [48] and in [49]. 
More recently, a Laplacian distribution has been proposed in [50] as the 
best ht to measurement results in urban and rural areas. Cross-correlation
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functions of the received signals at two antennas have been derived for the 
truncated Laplacian and the truncated Gaussian distributions in [7]. In ad
dition, the von-Mises azimuthal distribution is investigated in [8].

The spatial correlation between signals received by coupled antennas 
placed in a 3D scattering environment with the Gaussian AoA distribution 
is investigated in [51]. The combined effect of the mutual coupling and scat
tering on signal correlation in two- and three-dimensional environments with 
uniform AoA distributions was investigated in [36]. Their simulation results 
indicate on the lower level of signal correlation in coupled antenna arrays in 
comparison with uncoupled antenna arrays. Namely, the mutual coupling 
modifies the radiation pattern of each antenna, decreasing its maximum ef
fective area and resulting in a lower level of the spatial correlation. Although 
the conclusion is based on the uniform and Gaussian AoA distributions, it is 
believed to be indicative of the general trend.

In the next section, we use the uniform AoA distribution in the two- 
dimensional case for the SNR analysis. Although the uniform AoA distrib
ution is very often used as an approximation because of its simplicity, it is 
believed that the result will be valid for a great variety of situations.

3.2 .2  S N R  A n a ly s is

In this Section, we extend our study of the effect of mutual coupling in 
multiple antennas, and provide an analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio. For 
the purpose of this analysis the receive signals are taken to be correlated due 
to the mutual coupling, in addition to the correlation due to the scattering 
effect. Uncorrelated transmitted signals are considered.

Based on the system model (3.1), the total received signal power P R can 
be calculated as [37,52,53]

PR = — TVCHtCC') 
n r

= +  ZLlnJ - 1) t (Z +  ZL (3.6)

where PR is total transmitted power at antenna’s output and Tr(-) denotes 
the trace operator.
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When the correlation due to the scattering effect is considered at the 
receiver only, the channel matrix can be simplified, and the average (or ex
pected) received signal power becomes

P r =  — Tr(CRerjdrC*)
Ti t

= 0 T r ( ( Z  +  ZL) ~ ' ) \ Z  +  Z ^ 'R ^ a ) (3.7)

where the receive correlation matrix due to the scattering environment is
R f l r . d r -

Then, the signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated as

_  P  ri

P r ~ N ^ i

= Po{Ẑ ZP t t (((Z + ZL)"1)t(Z +  Z O -H H * ) (3.8) 

where the average noise power P ^  is defined in (2.28) of Chapter 2 as

P N = 2kTBTi{?nt(ZL)(Z+ZL) - 1((Z+ZL)+(Z+ZLy)({Z+ ZL) -1) ^  (3.9)

where Tte(-) denotes real part of complex value.
Finally, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when both signal and 

noise are coupled is [54]

P0(ZA + Ztf_________Trjjz + Z Q -^Z  + Z a -1) ^ ) _________

r 2nTkTB  Tr(me(ZL)(Z +  ZL)"1((Z +  ZL) +  (Z + ZL)*)((Z + ZL) -1)t)

(3.10)

The result in (3.10) represents the mean SNR value per receiving antenna 
element. One can see that the SNR per isolated antenna element is

Pr = 4nTnflA ¥B
In other words, the antenna elements are sufficiently placed apart from each 
other that the mutual coupling effect and spatial correlation due to the scat
tering are negligible.
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However, if the antenna spacing in the receiving antenna systems is less 
than 0.5A, the combined signal and noise coupling effects have to be ac
counted for in order to correctly calculate the mean signal-to-noise ratio. 
The results of the numerical analysis, given in the next section, will indicate 
on the potential error level if the combined mutual coupling effect is not 
accounted for.

3.3 S im u la tio n  R e su lts

In this section, we use simulations to demonstrate the effect of noise coupling 
on the SNR performance of multi-antenna systems [54,55]. We consider 
uniform linear arrays (ULA’s) with two, three and four dipoles where the 
dipole length is d = A/2 = 150 mm. For the purpose of calculating the self 
and mutual impedances we use the SONNET© [32] software.

In Fig. 3.3, the average signal-to-noise ratio is calculated for the two and 
three dipole arrays when the antenna interelement spacing varied within the 
[0, A/2] range.

SNR is calculated when both the signal and noise are affected by the 
mutual coupling (3.10), denoted in Fig. 3.3 as (mctn) and this is compared 
with traditional approach which ignores the coupling interaction for thermal 
noise, denoted by (nmctn). Simulation analysis confirms that the actual 
SNR (nmctn) is underestimated if the noise coupling is not accounted for. 
In particular, the maximum SNR underestimation is about 0.5dB and ldB 
for the two-dipole and three-dipole array, respectively.

Another interesting result from Fig. 3.3 is that if the mutual coupling is 
taken into account for both the signal and noise, the uniform linear dipole 
array starts to act as a single antenna with an equivalent resistance, when 
the antenna spacing approaches zero.

Fig. 3.4 depicts the variation in the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per 
MIMO sub-channel (branch) due to the mutual coupling on thermal noise for 
antenna spacing up to 0.5 A. The variations in the mean SNR are calculated 
in relation to the SNR of isolated antennas as

C =

C j J ^ c o u p l e d    Cjy y ^ i s o la t e d

[% ] (3.12)]\J ̂ i s o la t e d
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3-dipole array

2-dipole array

a single dipole 
- a -  2-dipole arry (mctn) 
-a- 2-dipole array (nmctn) 

3-dipole array (mctn) 
-► 3-dipole array (nmctn)

Antenna spacings (wavelengths) -  d / X

Figure 3.3: The SNR value verus antenna spacing for two-dipole and three- 
dipole arrays assuming mutual coupling for both signal and noise

The variations in mean SNR are calculated for the uniform linear antenna 
array with two, three, and four dipole antennas. One can see that the vari
ations can be as large as 7% for very small antenna spacing equal to 0.1 A. 
For such a small antenna spacing, the electromagnetic interactions between 
the antennas are very strong. Further, for up to 0.35A antenna spacing, the 
mutual coupling is still very high, and coupled SNR is higher than SNR for 
the isolated antennas.

For the range (0.35 — 0.5) A antenna spacing, the thermal noise power of 
coupled antenna is slightly below the thermal noise power of isolated antenna, 
and the curves are below zero. In other words, the thermal noise power level 
and the signal power level oscillates around the SNR for isolated antennas for 
the antenna spacing around 0.35A. Consequently, the coupled SNR slightly
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£

— two-antennas system 
- ► - three-antennas system 
-4- four-antennas system

Antenna spacings (wavelengths) -  d/A,

Figure 3.4: The SNR value verus antenna spacing for two-dipole and three- 
dipole array assuming mutual coupling for both signal and noise

drops below the isolated SNR case. For even greater antenna spacings, the 
coupled thermal noise power approaches the therm al noise power level of 
isolated antennas, and the curves merge into one.

The result is presented for the ULA’s with two, three and four antennas. 
However, it should be noted th a t the curves are not overlapping as one can 
expect. The reason is th a t a ULA with more than two antennas is not a 
symmetrical configuration. For example, the dipole positioned in the middle 
slot of three-dipole array will be exposed to higher level of the mutual inter
action than  the dipole at the edge position of the array. A similar conclusion 
can be derived for the ULA with four antennas.
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3.4 S u m m ary  an d  C o n tr ib u tio n s

In this chapter, we investigated the combined mutual coupling effect on signal 
and thermal noise in the multi-antenna systems with closely spaced antennas. 
We provided an analysis of the SNR for coupled antennas. We showed and 
quantitatively evaluated that the SNR is underestimated if the effect of noise 
coupling is omitted from the analysis. Finally, we compared the error made 
by traditional thermal noise consideration with the presented method and 
showed that the maximum SNR underestimation is about 0.5dB for a two- 
dipole array and ldB for a three-dipole array, for antenna spacings below 
0.5 A.
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C onclusions and  F u tu re  w ork

This chapter draws together the conclusions from Part I of the thesis. The 
summary of contributions can be found at the end of each chapter and is not 
repeated here.

4.1 C onclusions

This part has been concerned with the mutual coupling effect in multiple 
antenna systems. Motivated by the trend of increasing number of antennas 
in the physically restricted volume of hand-held devices, this part of thesis 
investigated the signal and noise correlation in multi-antenna systems with 
small interelement spacings.

By introducing the previously ignored noise correlation into the system 
model of MIMO wireless communication systems, more realistic estimates 
of the signal-to-noise ratio performance can be computed. The most signifi
cant result was that noise is affected by the mutual coupling just as mutual 
coupling affects the signal. Consequently, it has been shown that the ther
mal noise power of coupled antenna is lower than the noise power of isolated 
antennas. Further, the average received signal-to-noise ratio per receiving an
tenna might be underestimated for very small antenna spacings if the noise 
coupling is neglected.

This part has shown that the implementation of the multi-antenna sys
tems in the already small hand-held devices will bring up some new effects,
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as yet to be fully exploited, such as the noise coupling effect. Therefore, it 
is crucial to fully ascertain those effects in order to get the most accurate 
estimation of the capacity performance for such systems.

4.2 F u tu re  D irec tio n s  o f R esea rch

Although this part of the thesis has given valuable insights into the signal 
and noise correlation in the closely spaced multi-antenna systems, there are 
many more research directions one could follow to further broaden the un
derstanding of signal and noise correlation effects. Outlined below is a small 
subset of a much larger group of possible research projects pertinent to this 
thesis.

Noise correlation theory: As outlined in Chapter 2 noise correlation
requires further investigation, especially if directional antennas are to 
be implemented in future mobile handheld devices. Some foundation 
has been laid in Section 2.2 about the impulse noise, however, there is 
a significant amount of work required to fully develop the theory.

Signal correlation theory: As outlined in Chapter 3 spatial signal corre
lation in the coupled antenna array requires further investigation. The 
impact of AoA distributions on the signal spatial correlation of the cou
pled antennas, in both two- and three-dimensional environments, will 
provide a valuable insight into the correlation mechanisms. Some foun
dation has been laid in Section 3.2.1 about the possible distributions 
which have been already studied in the literature. Further, signal spa
tial correlation due to the scatterers placed in the far-held of antenna 
are studied in the literature, while the impact from the near-held scat
ters has to be examined. In such a way, there is a signihcant amount 
of work required to examine the spatial signal correlation due to the 
near- and far-held scatterers in the coupled antenna arrays.

Implementation: The implementation of the multiple antenna systems
could significantly increase data throughput in personal mobile com
munications. Following that, a full investigation of the noise coupling
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effect has to be done for the other types of antennas used in personal 
mobile communication such as patch antennas. In addition, the noise 
coupling effects have to be tested for more practical realizations of 
multi-antenna systems, and possibly conhrmed by measurement results 
of the SNR’s of mobile hand-held devices.



P a r t  II

M u ltip le  A n te n n a  C h an n e l
C a p a c ity
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In tro d u c tio n

5.1 W ire less  C o m m u n ica tio n  C h an n e ls

The wireless channel places fundamental limitations on the performance of 
wireless communication systems. The transmission path between the trans
mitter and the receiver ranges from simple line-of-sight to complex environ
ments with obstructions from mountains, foliage, and man-made objects such 
as buildings. Additionally, any motion of the transmitter or receiver affects 
the performance of the wireless communication system.

The mechanisms behind electromagnetic wave propagation through the 
wireless channel are many and varied, and can generally be attributed to 
reflection, diffraction and scattering. Wireless communications systems typ
ically operate in urban area with no line-of-sight, and diffraction and scat
tering are dominant propagation mechanisms. The electromagnetic waves 
propagate along various paths of differing lengths. The presence of multiple 
paths along which a signal can travel, between the transmitter and receiver, 
is known as multipath propagation.

A simplified picture of a multipath environment is shown in Fig. 5.1. At 
the receiver, the incoming waves arrive from many different directions with 
different propagation delays. The signal received at any point in space may 
consist of a large number of plane waves with random distributed ampli
tudes, phases, and angle of arrivals. The received signal will typically be a 
superposition of these many multipath components thereby creating a rapid
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Figure 5.1: Multipath Scattering Environment

fluctuation in signal strength at the receiver, known as multipath fading.
The traditional approach to mitigate fading effects is to simply allow for 

deep fades by increasing the transmit power. However, this simple approach 
leads to a majority of the time transmitting many times the actual required 
power for reliable communication, therefore causing high power consumption 
and considerable interference to other users.

A more recent and successful scheme to overcome the effects of signal 
fading is to exploit channel diversity. The principle idea is for the receiver 
to obtain several independent copies of the signal of interest transmitted 
over independent fading channels, thus the probability that all the signal 
components will fade simultaneously is considerably reduced. For successful 
exploitation of diversity schemes in fading channels the different received 
branches must, on average, exhibit low mutual correlations. Following that, 
different diversity schemes for obtaining several replicas of signal have been 
proposed: time, frequency, polarization and spatial diversity.

Time diversity repeatedly transmits information at a time spacing that 
exceeds the coherence time of the channel, where the coherence time is the 
minimum time separation between independent channel fades.
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Frequency diversity simply transmits information on more than one car
rier frequency. Provided the frequency are separated by more then the coher
ence bandwidth of the channel they will experience independent fades. The 
coherence bandwidth of the channel is the minimum frequency separation 
between independent fades and is inversely proportional to the delay spread 
of channel.

Polarization diversity consists of transmitting information over orthogo
nally polarized branches. It has been shown that by exploiting electromag
netic polarizations, an increase in the number of degrees of freedom and hence 
transmission information rate over wireless channels can be achieved [56]. 
Further, experimental results by using antenna with orthogonal polarizations 
has been reported in [57].

Finally, spatial diversity could improve SNR, BER (bit-error-rate) and 
capacity performance of mobile wireless systems under certain channel mod
eling assumptions. Namely, in the presence of multipath the received power- 
level is a random function of the user location and, at times, experiences 
fading. By using spatially separated antennas we can reduce the probability 
of losing the signal by combining the antenna signals.

This thesis is mostly concerned with spatial diversity, in particular the 
performance improvement that can be achieved when multiple antennas are 
used. However, with decreasing sizes of mobile handheld and portable de
vices, the employment of multiple antennas is becoming more difficult. In 
particular, the effects arising from the case when the multiple antennas are 
placed in small volume have been addressed in the first part of thesis. The 
second part of thesis examines of MIMO channel capacity when the multi
antenna systems with small antenna spacing are used.

The use of multiple transmit and receive antennas to increase capacity 
is known as spatial multiplexing. When it is employed in a rich scattering 
environment multiple data pipes can be created to yield a linear (in number 
of antennas) increase in capacity. The multiple date pipes are transmit
ted at the same bandwidth. Spatial multiplexing operates by breaking up 
the symbol stream into several parallel streams which are then transmitted 
simultaneously within the same frequency band. At the receiver, informa
tion from each of the transmit antennas has a unique spatial signature due
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to the multipath propagation, which is exploited to separate the individual 
data streams. W ith the increase in capacity obtained at no extra bandwidth 
or power consumption under certain channel modeling assumptions, MIMO 
system is an attractive solution to the capacity demands of next generation 
wireless systems. An early version of this outstanding result was also pre
sented in [58] for its application to broadcast digital TV. However, the first 
results hinting at the capacity gains of MIMO were published by J. Winter 
in [59].

M IM O  System M odel

For a MIMO communication system shown in Fig. 5.2 with tit transmit and 
Tin receive antennas, and for a narrowband frequency-flat fading system, the 
system model is given by

y =  H x  +  n (5.1)

where x  =  [x i ,£2> .••,£nT]/ is the n r  x 1 vector of transmitted signals, y  = 
[2 / 1 , 2/2 j •••) ynR}' is the r iftX  1 vector of received signals and n the % x l  noise 
vector, while [•]' denotes the vector transpose. The channel can be described

h in ?  '

U ,2 n j ’

^ n R n T  J

with elements H |rjt =  hrj  representing the complex gain between the t th 
transmit and the r th receive antenna, assumed constant over a symbol period.

5.2 C h an n e l C a p a c ity

The analysis of information theoretic channel capacity gives very useful, al
though often idealistic, bounds on the maximum information transfer rate 
realizable between two points of a wireless communication link.

It is important to note that the information theoretic capacity is an upper 
lim it on the possible error-free bit rate, and this lim it can only be approached

by a UR x Ti? channel matrix H

( hn  

h,2i
H  =

\  hnR\

^1 2

^-22
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Transmit
Signal
Processing

n r  transmitters

Channel H Receive
Signal
Processing

ti r receivers

Figure 5.2: A MIMO wireless transmission system with nr transmit antennas 
and tir receive antennas. The transmit and receive signal processing includes 
coding, modulation, mapping, etc. and may be realized jointly or separately

in practice with high complexity. In real system implementations, the achiev
able bit rate is limited due to coding, detection and constellation complexity. 
Therefore, any practical system usually achieves a bit rate (at some desired 
small BER) that is a fraction of information theoretic capacity.

The capacity is defined as the maximum of the average mutual informa
tion rate X(x, y) between the input and output of the channel with respect 
to all possible transmitter statistical distributions p(x) [60,61]

C =  max X(x, y)
p(x):T r(Q )<PT

(5.2)

where Q is the covariance matrix of the transmitted signals, is the total 
transmitted power, and Tr(-) denotes the trace operator.

Here, the mutual information rate between the transmitted and received 
signals is given by

X(x,y) =  W (y)-W (y |x)

=  H{y)  — Xt(Hx + n|x) 

= H{y) -  H(n|x)
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= H{ y ) - H( n ) (5.3)

where H denotes the entropy rate of a random variable, and gives a mea
sure of uncertainty. It is assumed that the transmitted signals x and the 
noise n are independent. From (5.3) maximizing Z(x, y) is equivalent to 
maximizing W(y).  For example, this can occur if y and x are circularly sym
metric complex Gaussian variables. The entropy rate H(y)  is then equal to 
H{y) =  log2 |7reQy|, with covariance matrix Qy =  E'{yyt} [2], In this case 
the mutual information rate is given by

Z(x, y) -  log2 |7reQy| -  log2 |7reQn|

=  logs

One can define

C(QX) -  log2

Qy I
a2
T HQxHt
UR ^  a 2 (5.4)

T HQxHt
2 *-nR 1 2 (5.5)

as the capacity achieved by transmitting independent complex circular 
Gaussian symbols along the eigenvectors of Qx. Now the capacity of the 
channel becomes a transmitter optimization problem. The capacity is subject 
to the transmitter power constraint, and it is required to find the optimal 
input covariance matrix to maximize C(QX)

C =  max C(QX) (5.6)
Qz:Tr(Qx)<PT

Optimization of the input covariance matrix will be discussed in more detail 
in Section 5.3, where water-filling and equal power allocation scheme are 
presented as commonly used techniques to optimize the input covariance 
matrix under the constraint of channel state information availability.

5.2.1 Single In p u t Single O u tp u t (SISO) System

The channel capacity of SISO wireless systems is considered here in the 
presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) only. The discrete-time 
system model is given by

y(n) =  x(n) +  n(n) (5.7)
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where x is the transmitted signal, y is the corresponding received signal, 
and n is a white Gaussian noise random process at time n. If the received 
signal power is P, the occupied bandwidth is P , the received signal-to-noise 
ratio S N R  is then given by p — P /B N 0: where Nq/2 is the power spectral 
density of the noise. Then, the channel capacity of SISO wireless communi
cation system is given by

C = log2(l +  p) (5.8)

where the capacity unit is bits per second per Hz (b/s/Hz). The capacity of 
SISO system (5.8) is the well known Shannon’s formula.

5.3 M IM O  F ad ing  C h an n e l C ap a c ity

We consider a MIMO wireless communication system shown in Fig. 5.2 with 
jit transmit and tir receive antennas and channel model given by (5.1). For 
channel matrix H with random independent complex elements, it was shown 
in [1,2] that the capacity is given by

C = log2 Ln R + — HH* 
tit

(5.9)

where p is the average S N R  at any receive antenna, (-)t is the complex 
conjugate transpose. It is assumed that the perfect channel information is 
known at the receiver but not at the transmitter.

Here, we consider a random channel model represented by a stochastic 
channel matrix H, hence the capacity given by (5.9) is also random and 
represents an instantaneous capacity for a particular realization of H. With 
the capacity defined as a random variable, it is necessary to consider how 
to best characterize it. Two simple characteristics are often used: ergodic 
capacity [2,62] and the outage capacity [1,63,64].

5.3.1 E rodic C apacity

The average or ergodic capacity is the mean value of all occurrences of ca
pacity C and is defined as

aerg + — HH* 
nr

Eh {C) = Eh (5.10)
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where Eh is the expectation over all possible channel realization H. The 
ergodic capacity gives information on the average data rate offered by the 
link and gives a useful measure of the possible performance for a randomly 
fading channel.

To indicate the potential performance of MIMO systems, consider the 
special case of nR = nR. Then for a large number of antennas, by the law of 
large numbers HH^/nr — * InH, the ergodic capacity increases linearly with 
nR

Cerg — nR log2(l T p) (5.11)

In general, the capacity grows linearly with the smaller number of antennas, 
min (nT ,nR), hinting at the significant capacity gains of MIMO systems.

5.3 .2  O u ta g e  C a p a c ity

Another measure of channel capacity that is frequently used is outage ca
pacity. The outage capacity Cout is defined as the data rate that can be 
guaranteed with a high level of certainty. If the channel capacity falls be
low the outage capacity, there is no possibility that the transmitted block 
of information can be decoded with no errors, whichever coding scheme is 
employed.

Let p be the outage threshold (say 1% or 0.01), then define the outage 
capacity Coui)Pout for which [33,65]

Prob{C < Cout,Pout} = Pout (5.12)

The outage capacity is often presented in the form of a cumulative distribu
tion function (CDF). Sometimes, it is useful to study the opposite question 
and ask how often the channel capacity is above the outage threshold. Then, 
the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is used.

5.3 .3  C h a n n e l U n k n o w n  a t  th e  T ra n s m it te r

When there is no feedback in the system, the channel is known at the receiver 
but unknown at the transmitter. Then, one way to distribute transmit output 
power is to apply the equal power allocation scheme. The covariance matrix
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V U

Figure 5.3: Illustration of parallel eigen-channel of a MIMO system for the 
singular value decomposition H = UDVL The width of the line indicates 
the different eigen-power gains An

of transmitted signals is then given by Qx = (/r/W )InT• 
capacity becomes

Cea = l0g2 InR +
_P_
T ij1

HH*

The channel 

(5.13)

where p — Pt / cf2 is the average SNR at any receive antenna. To emphasize 
the capacity growth, one can apply the singular value decomposition (SVD) of 
the channel matrix H. The MIMO channel is then decomposed into an equiv
alent system of parallel AWGN SISO channels. Let H = U D V 1 be the SVD 
of H, then U — [ i t j , unR] 6 CnRXriR and V =  [ i q , vnT\ E CnTXnT are 
unitary and D =  diag(\/Ai, x / A ^ , 0,..., 0), where VXi, n — 1 , Th , 
are the singular values of the channel matrix, and r H = rank < min(riT, n r ) .  

Then (5.1) can be written as

y = Dx + n (5-14)

where y = D y ,x  = V^x and h = U'x. Therefore, we have a system of 7h 
equivalent parallel SISO eigen-channels, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 for the case 

= tir, with signal power given by the non-zero eigenvalues {Ai, A2, A rH}. 
Hence, the channel capacity (5.13) can be expressed as the sum of the ca-
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pacities of the individual subchannels:

m  /  \
Ceq = J2log2 [ l  + f -A „ ]  (5.15)

Clearly, with a reduced number of significant eigenvalues in (5.15) the capac
ity of the MIMO channel will be reduced because of a rank deficient channel 
matrix. This situation can occur when the signals and noises intercepted by 
antennas become correlated due to scattering and mutual coupling. This is 
an important issue of this thesis.

5 .3 .4  C h a n n e l K n o w n  a t  th e  T ra n s m it te r

If the channel is fading slowly enough it may remain constant long enough for 
timely feedback of the channel state to the transmitter. In this case, when the 
channel is known at the transmitter (and at the receiver) then the optimal 
Qx is called the waterfilling solution [60,66-68]. In the waterfilling power 
allocation scheme, the power which is allocated to each MIMO sub-channel 
is determined by the strength of that sub-channel and is given bv

p„ =  0  -  a; ‘)+ (5-16)

where An is the nth eigenmode of the channel, /r is the water fill level chosen 
such that Pn < Pt , and a+ denotes max{a,0}. The channel capacity is 
then given by [60]

Cwf = Y  lo§2 (M n)+ (5.17)
n

Waterfilling allocates more power to those subcahnnels with higher SN R 's  
with the water level /.i indicating the amount of power to be poured into the 
channel formed by the function {A"1, n — 1,2,, A/"}, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. 
Each of the sub-channels contributes \og(/j,Xn)+ to the total capacity. Feed
back of the channel state and waterfilling provides significant capacity gain 
over uniform power allocation at low SNR’s. However, the gain margin be
comes negligible as the SNR increases [69]. The intuition is that when there 
is a low SNR, it is important to allocate the available transmit power to the 
strongest sub-channels, while as the SNR increases, there is sufficient power 
to be distributed evenly over all the sub-channels.
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5.4 C h an n e l M odeling

5.4.1 S ta tis tica l and A nalytical C hannel M odels

For the design of wireless systems, we need channel model that reflects the 
important properties of propagation channels, properties that have an im
pact on system performance. This is usually achieved by a simplified chan
nel model that describes the statistics of the impulse response in parametric 
form, and could lead to the closed form relations between the channel para
meters and system performance. In such a way, particular parameters can 
be described by using stochastic and analytical channel modeling.

Stochastic methods model the probability density function of the channel 
impulse response. These methods do not attempt to correctly predict the 
impulse response in one specific location, but rather to predict the probability 
density function over a large area. The simplest example of this approach is 
the Rayleigh fading model.

Analytical channel models are defined based on the mathematical prop
erties of their channel covariance matrix. Channel covariance matrix is fully 
defined, and hence some analytical channel models could be seen as a simpli
fied representation of physical reality. In particular, the specific characteris
tics of the channel models can be evaluated by using these models, such as: 
spatial and/or temporal channel correlation, line-of-sight components, num
ber of interacting objects, keyholes and interferences. In the following, we 
will examine more carefully spatial channel correlation, and present channel 
models that will be used as a basis to estimate the effect of signal and noise 
correlation on the capacity performance in the following chapters.

5.4.2 Spatial C orre la tion

In multi-antenna system, spatial correlation is a measure of relationship be
tween the waves impinging on two antenna elements. It has been shown that 
the evaluation of the correlation coefficients as a functions of the distance be
tween the antennas elements mostly depends on the Power Azimuthal Spec
trum (PAS), on the radiation pattern of the antenna elements and on the 
level of electromagnetic coupling which is elaborated in the first part of the
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Figure 5.4: Correlation coefficient vs. normalized antenna spacing d /A, for 
2D Uniform PAS distribution

thesis. Antenna elements will be assumed omnidirectional in the following.
Here, the impact of the power azimuthal spectrum on the spatial corre

lation will be briefly discussed. The azimuthal power distribution is driven 
by the distribution of the scatterers around the multi-antenna system. The 
azimuthal power distribution determines the level and the shape of spatial 
correlation. A narrower azimuthal angular spread in certain directions will 
result in a higher level of spatial correlation.

The accurate prediction of the azimuthal power distribution in the wire
less channels is crucial, as it enables the modeling of the correlation matrix 
modeling, and hence the modeling of channel matrix. In [46], the nth power 
of a cosine function is used to model the power azimuth spectrum in out
door scenarios. A truncated Gaussian distribution and a uniform distribution 
have been introduced in [48] and in [49]. More recently, a Laplacian distri
bution has been proposed in [50] as the best ht to measurement results in 
urban and rural areas. The impact of power azimuthal distribution on spatial 
correlation is then presented in [7,8]

In order to get a better insight into spatial correlation, we present the spa
tial correlation due to the uniform distribution of scatterers in Fig. 5.4. The 
spatial correlation is calculated for the uniform power azimuthal distribution.

In addition, we compare the impact of near-held versus far-held scatterers 
in Fig. 5.4. The correlation due to the near-held scatterers has a higher
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Figure 5.5: Propagation scenarion for spatial correlation due to the scatter
ing. Each scatterers transmit a plane-wave signal to a multi-antenna systems

intensity for small antenna spacings, but it diminishes quickly for greater 
antenna spacings where the influence of the near-field scatterers fades.

O u td o o r  C h a n n e l M o d el

A model for the MIMO outdoor wireless channel is presented in [42]. It 
is more realistic than the usual i.i.d. model, and takes into consideration 
the scattering radii at transmitter and receiver, antennas spacing, antenna 
beamwidth and distance between transmitter and receiver. In this channel 
model, a number of distributed scatterers are placed in the vicinity of the 
multi-antenna system, but still sufficiently far away from the antennas that 
the impinging waves to the multi-antenna system behave as plane waves, as 
it is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Furthermore, the scatterers are model as perfect 
omnidirectional antennas, and the electromagnetic waves arrive at the multi
antennas with uniform direction-of-arrivals (DoA). Then, the elements of the 
correlation matrix are defined as [42]

(5.18)
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where ns is the number of scatterers with corresponding Do A denoted by 03] 
d, 9j and 9 are defined in Fig. 5.5. For “large” values of angle spread 9 
and/or antenna spacing d, will converge to the identity matrix, which 
gives uncorrelated fading. For “small” values of 9 and d, the correlation ma
trix becomes rank deficient (eventually rank one), causing (fully) correlated 
fading.

Now, the MIMO channel model is defined as

H = 7 ? R« A G- < 22D/sG «^f.2d, (5-19)

where G r and Q t are i.i.d. Rayleigh fading matrix of size n# x ns and ns x nr  
respectively. The matrix R ^ ^ R ^ ^ d/s and Rö£,dt are the corresponding 
correlation matrix defined by (5.18) [42].

The presented channel model considers the channel correlation matrix 
as separable correlation at the receiver and transmitter, and it seems that 
this assumption is fulfilled for outdoor scenarios based on the measurement 
results presented in [70].

The separable correlation model is restricted by two more conditions. 
Firstly, the antennas are tuned to the same polarization. The condition 
is fulfilled for the multi-antennas systems in our simulations. The second 
condition is that the antennas should have very similar radiation patterns. It 
is not satisfied for asymmetrically arranged antennas and when the mutual 
coupling is strong. This is the case of the uniform linear three- and four- 
dipoles array, and therefore care should be taken when interpreting these 
results.

Indoor Channel Model

In contrast to the previously explained channel model, the channel model 
presented in [71] does not divide the spatial correlation of the channel into 
separate contributions from the transmitter and the receiver. The joint cor
relation properties is modeled by describing the average coupling between 
the eigenmodes of two link ends. The model is given by

H = U RX(fi© G )U £x (5.20)
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where (©) denotes the element-wise product of two matrices, ft is power 
coupling matrix, and ft is defined as element-wise square root of ft. The 
structure of the power coupling matrix is related to the radio environment. 
If ft is diagonal, each single direction of departure (DoD) is linked to a single 
Do A. If ft is of rank one, the model reduces to the separable correlation 
model. Further, G is a random matrix with i.i.d. zero-mean complex-normal 
entries with unit variance, while \ J t x  and U^x are the spatial eigenbasis at 
the transmitter and receiver, respectively.

The presented model is capable of correctly predicting the behavior of 
channel in indoor environment, as it is confirmed by measured results [71].

5.4 .3  M u tu a l  C o u p lin g  E ffec t on  C h a n n e l M a tr ix  C o

effic ien ts

The closely spaced antenna elements result in mutual coupling. The effect 
is elaborated in the first part of thesis, while here we present the channel 
correlation matrix where the correlation is due to the mutual coupling.

In the literature, several methods are used to introduce the correlation due 
to the mutual coupling in the channel matrix. By using the ^-parameter rep
resentation of a coupled antenna system, the received signal vector is related 
to the impinging signals at antennas [39,40]. Then, numerical evaluation 
of radiation patterns are performed, and the generated results are used for 
calculating the correlation coefficient derivation and the channel matrix. On 
the other hand, the coupling matrix method uses the ^parameters of cou
pled antennas (mutual impedance matrix) and derives the modified channel 
matrix [72].

In this thesis, the coupling matrix approach is used to incorporate the 
coupling into the channel matrix [38]. The modified matrix is then given by

H = C ^H C t (5.21)

where C r and Ct are coupling matrices at the receiver and transmitter, 
respectively, while H is the channel matrix. In the case of rich scattering 
environment, the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading matrix might be used for H, otherwise 
one of the previously defined channel matrices should be applied.
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The modified channel matrix is derived under the conditions that the 
distances between the obstacles and the receive or the transmit arrays are 
large enough compared to the inter-element distance so that only plane waves 
are considered.

Using circuit theory, the coupling matrix can be written as [37]

C =  {ZA + ZT)(Z + ZTI) (5.22)

where Zt is the load impedance of each element, ZA is the antenna impedance 
and Z is the mutual impedance matrix and I is identity matrix of order tit 
and tir for the transmit and receive matrices, respectively.

The use of coupling matrix is based on several assumption which are 
verified for dipoles. The main assumption is that the open circuit voltages 
do not depend on the presence of the other elements. This is correct for 
half-wavelength dipoles. For other types of antennas, the assumptions may 
not be verified and the use of numerical method is suggested.

5.4 .4  C o n te n t a n d  C o n tr ib u t io n s  o f th e  S eco n d  P a r t  o f 

th e  T h es is

Although we have outlined the contributions of the thesis chapters in 
chapter 1, here we briefly repeat the content and contributions of the chapters 
of the second part in order to provide an introduction into the rest of the 
thesis.

Chapter 5 - this chapter gave an introduction into a wireless communica
tion theory. We examined the MIMO channel models found in the 
literature. In particular, we elaborated an channel model that is the 
most suitable for our analyzes. We presented the correlation model 
which introduces the signal coupling into the MIMO channel model;

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of noise coupling into the channel capac
ity calculations of MIMO systems with small antenna spacings. We 
estimate the channel capacity performance of MIMO systems. We pro
vide an analysis of ergodic and outage capacities. Then, we examine the
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number of effective degrees of freedom of MIMO systems with coupled 
antennas. We derive the noise correlation factor. Finally, we define 
the upper bound of the channel capacity of the coupled multi-antenna 
systems;

Chapter 7 explores the impact of mismatching impedance due to the com
bined mutual coupling effect on signal and noise on the capacity perfor
mance of MIMO systems. Three most widely used matching networks 
are analyzed, and it has been confirmed that the multi-port conjugate 
matching network is optimal in terms of signal power, and it also acts as 
the whitening filter on the coupled thermal noise. Further, the capacity 
of MIMO systems is estimated when the coupled multi-antenna systems 
is used at both sides of the link, i.e., at the receiver and transmitter. 
Our simulation results confirm that the transmit coupling degrades the 
capacity performance comparing with the case with no constraint on 
the emitted power;

Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter of the second part of the thesis.



C h ap te r 6

C hannel C apacity  A nalysis

6.1 Introduction

Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) wireless systems, using multiple 
antennas at the transmitter and receiver, have demonstrated the potential 
for increased capacity by exploiting the spatial properties of the multi-path 
channel [1]. If the channel matrix coefficients are i.i.d. complex Gaussian 
variables, a linear increase in capacity with the number of antennas has been 
demonstrated. The statistical independence of the channel coefficients can 
be achieved if the multiple antennas are sufficiently spaced. However, this is 
not often practically achievable for example due to limitation in the physical 
size of mobile hand-held devices.

Close antenna spacing in multi-antenna systems results in electromag
netic coupling. The effect of mutual coupling on the signal-to-interference- 
plus-noise ratio (SINR) in adaptive antenna arrays has been studied in [37]. 
It has been shown that SINR and speed of adaptation are overestimated if the 
effect is omitted. Combined mutual coupling and scattering effect on signal 
correlation coefficients for both two- and three-dimensional environment was 
investigated in [36], and the study indicates a lower level of signal correlation 
in coupled antenna array in comparison with uncoupled antenna array. The 
mutual coupling effect on radiated power and received signal-to-noise ratio, 
and its combined effect of decreasing the transmission rate over the MIMO 
system is presented in [53]. The radiation patterns of five printed dipoles,

70
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and transmission rate over such system were measured in an anechoic cham
ber in [73]. It has been shown that the measured capacity value is below 
theoretically obtained capacity of a system with isolated printed dipoles, but 
still above the calculated capacity of the MIMO system with coupled printed 
dipoles.

Radiation patterns of coupled antennas and capacity performance of such 
systems are presented in [72]. Furthermore, losses in antenna loads due to 
the mutual coupling are included in the capacity analysis in [74]. Spatial 
signal correlation and antenna gains are examined [51], and it was presented 
that the mutual coupling reduces the signal correlation and effective antenna 
gain resulting in a reduction of the estimated transmission rate over the 
MIMO system. In [75], it was shown that the mutual coupling decreases 
both the signal spatial correlation and the radiation efficiency of an antenna, 
and the combined effect resulting in a net capacity reduction is confirmed by 
simulation results as well as measurement results in a reverberation chamber.

Correlation matrix due to the mutual coupling is formulated in [38], and 
it was confirmed that the effect acts as an increasing factor on the MIMO 
channel capacity. Channel capacity performance of compact MIMO wireless 
systems with small antenna spacing is investigated in [40] where the combined 
effect of mutual coupling on the SNR, channel coefficient correlation, antenna 
mismatching impedance and transmitted power is taken into account. Detail 
network analysis of MIMO wireless system and its channel capacity perfor
mance is presented in [39], where power collection capability and radiation 
patterns are considered in terms of optimal matching impedances along with 
radiated power constraint due to the mutual coupling.

In order to provide an extensive analysis of the electromagnetic coupling 
effect on MIMO channel capacity, researchers have investigated a great va
riety of parameters that are affected by mutual coupling, as was discussed 
previously, but one important parameter has not been treated—the receiver 
front-end noise. Although noise power analysis including both internal and 
external losses and signal-to-noise performance of receiving antenna arrays 
is presented in [76], the mutual coupling effect on noise power is omitted. 
Furthermore, receive amplifier noise is included into analysis in [39,77], with 
the antenna noise taken to be white and Gaussian. The radiation character-
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istic of thermal noise was discussed in [26] and the mutual coupling effect on 
thermal noise in two closely spaced antennas was presented in [27]. However, 
to our knowledge, the modeling of spatial noise correlation due to mutual 
coupling and its effect on MIMO channel capacity has not been addressed 
yet.

An analytical evaluation of the effect on the achievable information rate of 
the MIMO systems in the outdoor environment is presented in the following. 
The analytical results are corroborated by the simulation results [30,78,79].

6.2 E rg o d ic  M IM O  C h an n e l C ap a c ity  A n a ly 
sis

The definition of the ergodic channel capacity is given in Section 5.3.1. While 
the ergodic channel capacity in Section 5.3.1 was discussed when the noise 
is AWGN, here we provide an analysis of the ergodic channel capacity with 
consideration to the noise correlation. Further, the ergodic channel capacity 
is examined for two cases based on the availability of the CSI. Firstly, the 
channel capacity is estimated with the CSI available only at the receiver. 
Then, the channel capacity is evaluated when the CSI is available at the 
transmitter as well.

6.2 .1  E qual-pow er A lloca tion  Schem e

In this Section we provide an analysis of the channel capacity of MIMO 
systems with consideration to the signal and the noise correlation at the 
receiver [78]. We consider the case when the CSI is not available at the 
transmitter. One technique that might be adopted is the equal power al
location to distribute the total radiated power PT to the tlt antennas. In 
addition, we assume that the transmitted signals are independent, with their 
covariance matrix taken to be

Qx =  —  Inr (6.1)nr
where Pt is the total transmitted power and InT is a identity matrix of order
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The mutual information for the tit x hr MIMO systems based on [1] 
becomes [7]

a logj det (I„R + N~1H Q IH t) ( 6.2)

where N c is the noise correlation matrix defined in Section 2.5, the channel 
matrix H is defined by (5.21), and I nR is the identity matrix of order tlr. 

The expectation 1?h{-} is taken with respect to the channel matrix H and 
(•)i denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix. The channel model which 
consider correlation due to the scattering in addition to the mutual coupling 
is presented in Section 5.4.

By using the correlated noise matrix N c =  N CN defined in Chapter 2 in 
terms of the noise coupling matrix N c, the mutual information becomes

a log; det (I„R + (NcN )-1H Q J.Ht ) (6.3)

It can be rewritten as

Ceq — log; det (I„R + — N j'H H *)
71 t

(6.4)

where p/nr  is the average received SNR calculated by considering uncorre
lated noise, and p is defined by p = Pt /N .

By applying an eigenvalue decomposition to H tC  and N j 1, the mutual 
information becomes

c . , . £ „ { to 8 , n ( I + ^ ) }
v i=l J
( rH x s

-E„ £(l„fe(l + £i)) (6.5)

where A * is the ith eigenvalue of matrix HTC and is ith eigenvalue of 
the matrix N c and t r  =  rank(N(71HH^) <  min(n,T, Ur ). Also, N c is a 
diagonal matrix, and the inverse of a diagonal matrix is a diagonal matrix 
with its elements inverted A = diag(a1?. . . ,  an) => A -1 =  diag(aj”1, . . . ,  a~l). 
The eigenvalues ^  of the thermal noise coupling matrix N c are given by 
Vi =  P n i / N .
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Fig. 2.4 shows that the coupled thermal noise power P^i of ith antenna el
ement is lower then the thermal noise power of an isolated antenna element N  
for antenna spacing d < 0.4A. Based on this result the following inequality 
holds true for antenna spacings lower than 0.4 of the wavelength (A) [29].

Vi <  1 =s> -  >  1 (6.6)
Vi

The decrease in the thermal noise power is ascribable to the variation of 
the radiation pattern. The half-wave dipole ideally has a omnidirectional 
radiation pattern, while the radiation pattern of the coupled half-wave dipole 
is directional. The effective area (aperture) is affected reducing the total 
collected noise power. Note here that the signal and noise are not equally 
influenced by mutual coupling because the signal and noise directions of 
arrival at the antenna are different. While the multipath components of the 
signal arrive from the directions of the surrounding scatterers, the thermal 
noise is generally picked up by an antenna from the local environment.

Based on (6.5) and (6.6), one can conclude that as the eigenvalues of 
channel matrix represent virtual channel gains, the eigenvalues of the ther
mal noise coupling matrix appear as increasing factors of channel gains due 
to the noise correlations. In Section 3.3 it has been discussed that the com
bined effect of the signal and noise coupling enhances the SNR per receiving 
antennas or SNR per MIMO sub-channel. Consequently, it would enable a 
higher information data rate to be transmitted over the MIMO systems with 
the coupled multi-antenna system at the receiving side.

6.2 .2  W a te r-f illin g  P o w er A llo c a tio n  S ch em e

In this Section, we provide an analysis of the information rate over the MIMO 
system when the CSI is available at transmitter, taking into consideration 
that the received signal and noise are correlated [78].

When the transmitter has a perfect knowledge about the channel, the 
transmission technique can be attuned to the channel condition in order 
to achieve the highest possible transmission rate over the MIMO system. 
The most efficient transmission technique, discussed in Section 5.3.4, is the 
water-filling power allocation scheme. Therefore, we present an analysis of
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the transmission rate over the MIMO systems with the coupled receiving 
antennas and when the total transmitted power is allocated based on the 
water-filling algorithm.

Based on the system model defined by (5.1), the highest achievable infor
mation rate transmitted over the MIMO system can be computed as

where Qx is the nr x tit covariance matrix of x, and Nc is the noise corre
lation matrix defined in Section 2.5 and H is the channel matrix defined in 
Section 5.4. Additionally, the expectation £ h {-} is taken with respect to H 
and (-)i denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix.

The covariance matrix Qx has to satisfy the average power constraint

The implementation of the water-filling algorithm, illustrated in Sec
tion 5.3.4, differs from the case when the noise is taken to be uncorre
lated (AWGN). As has been discussed in Section 5.3.4, /i is the “water level” 
that marks the height of the power that is poured into the “water vessel” 
formed by the function {1/A*, i — 1,2, . . .  ,n}. The “water” level /i is com
puted based on the estimated signal-to-noise ratio per receiving antenna. It 
means that if the noise is uncorrelated, the eigenvalues of the channel ma
trix Ai directly determine the “water” level [60], as is presented by

(6.7)

tr(Q*) = y ^ £ { |z i |2} < Pt (6 .8)

(6.9)

where 7 7/  = rank(HFT) < min(717771/*) and p =
Additionally, (x)+ denotes the positive part of x, i.e.

= Tl
N  '

x if x > 0 
0 if x < 0

However, if the noise is correlated, and full CSI is available at the trans
mitter enabling correct estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio per receiving
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antenna, the “water” level is determined by the channel matrix eigenvalues 
A, and eigenvalues of the noise coupling matrix

where r# = rank(NfT1HH^) < m in(n^n^) and p =  PT/N  is the received 
SNR calculated for the case when the noise is uncorrelated.

In such a way, the channel capacity of the MIMO systems can be calcu
lated based on the following formula

Intuitively, the results presented in (6.11) suggest that the original MIMO 
channel can be decomposed into r#  parallel independent subchannels, and 
we allocate more power to the subchannels with higher signal-to-noise ratio. 

Each of these subchannels contributes to the total capacity though

If Ai/vip, 1, we say that this subchannel provides an effective mode of
transmission and is called a strong eigenmode.

Now, based on inequality (6.6), the eigenvalues of the thermal noise cou
pling matrix represent the additional subchannel capacity gain over the 
case when the mutual coupling effect on thermal noise is negligible, and 
becomes equal to 1.

In summary, by considering the noise coupling, a better estimate of the 
MIMO sub-channel gain can be obtained. Hence, the transmitted power 
could be allocated even more efficiently compared to the case when the noise 
coupling is omitted from the analysis. Consequently, a higher information 
rate can be achieved over such MIMO systems.

6.2 .3  S im u la tio n  R e su lts

In this section, a simulation analysis is performed to corroborate our analyt
ical results. The single-user MIMO system is studied in the outdoor envi
ronment. The transmitting antennas are taken to be widely placed in most

(6 . 10)

( 6 . 11)

log 2((Vi'«V) +
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Figure 6.1: Mean (ergodic) capacity with water-filling Cwf  and equal-power 
allocation Ceq versus antenna element spacings, for 2 x 2 MIMO Systems

cases, if not specified otherwise. The receiving multi-antenna system with 
interelement distance d is used, where d is varied within the range [0, A/2]. 
The outdoor channel is simulated by using the MIMO outdoor channel model 
given in the Section 5.4.2. In addition, the receiver is placed sufficiently far 
away from the transmitter, and the mobile unit is surrounded by S  scatter
ed  placed at the circumference of the circle with Rs = 30m  radius. The 
mutual coupling effect on the received signal vector is modeled with the 
coupling matrix, presented in Section 5.4.3. The channel capacity is calcu
lated over 10000 channel realizations. Uniform linear arrays (ULA’s) with 
two- and three dipoles are considered. The dipoles are half-wave dipoles and 
the mutual impedance and admittance matrices are calculated by using the 
S O N N E T ®  [32] software.
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Fig. 6.1 depicts the 2x2  MIMO channel capacity as a function of antenna 
element spacing — a metric of correlation due to the mutual coupling effect. 
We study the case of achievable information rate when the equal power al
location scheme is used at the transmitter Ceq (6.5) and compared it with 
the transmission rate over the MIMO system when the transmitter applies 
the water-filling allocation scheme Cwf (6.11). In order to explore the noise 
correlation effect due to mutual coupling on the channel capacity, we esti
mate the capacity under three assumptions: 1) mutual coupling affects both 
the signal and thermal noise (mcstn), 2) mutual coupling affects only the 
signal (mcs) and finally 3) we neglect mutual coupling on both the signal 
and thermal noise (nmc).

Fig. 6.1 shows that the correlated noise due to the mutual coupling in
crease the estimated information rate over MIMO system. This confirms the 
major outcome from our theoretical analysis that correlated noise increases 
the eigenvalues of channel matrix, by increasing the intensity of each subchan
nel. Furthermore, we show that the channel capacity calculated under the 
assumption that mutual coupling correlates both the signal and noise (mcstn) 
is higher comparing with the case when the noise coupling effect is neglected 
(mcs).

Fig. 6.1 depicts channel capacity performance for very small antenna el
ement spacings d < 0.1 (antenna elements almost overlap d —* 0). We use 
the effective dimensionality approach [80] to estimate the channel capacity 
for d —> 0. In the WF case, for d —> 0, the transmitter receives information 
that only one active subchannel exists, and thus transmits all power in that 
subchannel. The signal-to-noise ratio is then p. The WF capacity declines 
to its lower limit log2(l + p). However, for the equal-power allocation model, 
the transmitter does not have any information about the effective number of 
subchannels and it continues its transmission into the two subchannels. The 
EQ channel capacity declines towards the lower limit log2(l -j-p/n^), nr — 2.

In addition, for d —■> 0, the signal-to-noise ratio of one subchannel becomes 
pd because the equivalent resistance is doubled in the thermal noise calcu
lation. It is denoted by ’one’ (SNR is calculated with doubled impedance) 
and ’one/2’ (SNR is calculated with antenna’s impedance) in Fig. 6.1. Then, 
the lower limits drop to log2(l + pd) and log2(l + pd/2) for WF and EQ,
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Figure 6.2: Mean (ergodic) capacity with water-filling Cwf  and equal-power 
allocation Ceq versus antenna element spacings, for 3 x 3 MIMO Systems

respectively (see Fig. 6.1).
Fig. 6.2 depicts the 3x3  MIMO channel capacity as a function of antenna 

element spacing. We study the capacity distribution under two power alloca
tion schemes: the ergodic channel capacity when the equal-power allocation 
scheme is used at the transmitter Ceq (6.5) and the ergodic channel capacity 
with the water-hlling power allocation scheme Cwj  (6.11). We estimate the 
capacity under three assumptions: 1) the mutual coupling affects both the 
signal and thermal noise (mcstn), 2) we consider the mutual coupling on the 
signal only (mcs) and hnally, 3) we omit the mutual coupling effect on both 
the signal and noise (rune). Simulation results shown in Fig. 6.2 confirm that 
the mutual coupling decorrelates the signals. This leads to the increase in 
the transmission rate of the MIMO system with coupled antennas (mcs) [38]
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in comparison with the information rate calculated when the mutual cou
pling effect is not accounted for (nmc). Also, we confirmed that the mean 
capacity of a MIMO system with water-filling power allocation scheme at the 
transmitter is higher than the mutual information obtained by applying the 
equal power allocation scheme in all three cases (nmc, mcs and mcstn).

Fig. 6.2 shows that a higher information rate over the MIMO system can 
be obtained, if the noise coupling is taken into account. In fact, the calcu
lated information rate is a more realistic estimation as both the signal and 
noise are accounted for. The conclusion is derived by estimating the capac
ity distribution for both the equal power and water-filling power allocation 
schemes.

6.3 O u tag e  M IM O  C h an n e l C a p a c ity  A n a ly 
sis

Outage capacity is defined as the data rate that can be guaranteed with high 
level of certainty. While the outage capacity is defined in Section 5.3.2 for 
the general case, the outage capacity of the MIMO systems with the closely 
spaced antennas at the receiver side is analyzed in [30,79]. The signal and 
noise correlation are taken into account in order to provide a comprehensive 
analysis of the channel capacity.

In addition, analysis of the CDF of the channel capacity can be very 
useful in order to gain better insights into achievable information rate over 
random wireless channels as was illustrated in [30,79].

Fig. 6.3 depicts the outage capacity Co.oi- The outage capacity Co.oi 

means that there is a probability of 0.01 that the capacity is less than what 
is displayed on the figure. We compute the outage capacity with no mu
tual coupling (nmc), mutual coupling for the signal only (mcs) and mutual 
coupling for both the signal and thermal noise (mcstn). One can see that 
the outage capacity can be underestimated by up to 5% in the 2 x 2  MIMO 
system if the noise correlation due to the mutual coupling is not taken into 
account. The result is valid for antenna spacing up to 0.4A.

Fig. 6.4 shows the CDF for three cases: (1) when mutual coupling is con-
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Figure 6.3: Outage MIMO channel capacity versus antenna element spacings 
for 2 x 2 MIMO Systems

sidered on both the signal and thermal noise (mestn); (2) mutual coupling is 
considered on the signal (mes); (3) mutual coupling is omitted on both the 
signal and thermal noise (nmc). Further, CDF’s is presented for two cases of 
antenna separation at the receiver side d = A/6 and d = A/3. Fig. 6.4 illus
trates that the guaranteed information rate is actually significantly higher for 
small antenna spacing A/6 when the noise coupling is accounted for. On the 
other hand, for the larger antenna spacing A/3 this difference is negligible.

Fig. 6.5 depicts the 1% outage capacity Co.oi in case when the transmit
ter possesses full knowledge of the channel characteristics. We compute the 
outage capacity with no mutual coupling (nmc), mutual coupling for the sig
nal only (mes) and mutual coupling on both the signal and thermal noise 
(mestn). From Fig. 6.5, one can conclude that the outage capacity can be
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Figure 6.4: Capacity cdf with 2 x 2  MIMO model for A/6 and A/3 antenna 
spacings

underestimated by up to 5.5% in the 3 x 3  MIMO system if the noise cor
relation due to the mutual coupling is not taken into account. The result is 
valid for antenna spacing up to 0.4A, while for antenna spacing 0.4 < d < 0.5 
all curves merge into one.

Fig. 6.6 shows the CDF for three cases: with mutual coupling on both the 
signal and thermal noise, with mutual coupling on the signal and without 
mutual coupling on either the signal or thermal noise. We present CDF’s for 
two antenna separations at receiver side d = A/6 and d = A/ 3 f o r 2 x 2  and 
3 x 3  MIMO systems. If one ignores the effect of mutual coupling on both 
the signal and noise, it can be seen that one significantly underestimates 
the channel capacity. The channel capacity underestimation increases with 
decreasing inter-element separation and with a higher order of signal and
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* nmc - 2 x 2  
o mcs -  2 x 2
♦ mcstn -  2 x 2 

— nmc -  3 x 3 
-B- mcs -  3 x 3 
- 4-  mcstn - 3 x 3

Antenna spacings/wavelengths -  d/A

Figure 6.5: Co.oi- 1% Outage capacity versus antenna element spacings for 
the 2 x 2  and 3 x 3  MIMO Systems

noise correlation.
In addition, Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 investigate the capacity performance 

under the correlated noise in the uniform linear antenna array when the 
number of antennas is increased. One can see from Fig. 6.5 that by increasing 
the number of the receive antennas in the ULA, the underestimation becomes 
worse. This is due to the fact that the antennas in the three-antenna ULA 
are asymmetrically affected by the electromagnetic coupling. Namely, the 
antenna positioned in the middle is more affected than the other two.
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Figure 6.6: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of channel capacity for 
the 2 x 2  and 3 x 3  MIMO systems for antenna spacing d = A/6 and d = A/3

6.4 E ffective D egrees of F reed o m

To get a better insight into subchannel decorrelation (separation) due to 
mutual coupling effect on thermal noise, we calculate the effective degrees of 
freedom (EDOF’s) of the channel [6]. It represents the number of effective 
subchannels that can be decomposed into wireless channels.

EDOF = dC(x)
d(log2 x) x=SNR

(6 . 12)

For the high SNR regime, the EDOF is approximately equal to the channel 
matrix rank. For low SNR, however, “bad” subchannels carry an insignificant 
amount of information and, therefore, they are not considered as effective 
subchannels.

We use simulation to present the variation in the effectively active number
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of degree of freedoms when the antenna spacing in the receiving antenna array 
is varied in the range [0, A/2] [78].

e  i.6

4 -  mcstn -  WF 
mcs -  WF

♦ mcstn -  EQ
* mcs -  EQ

Antenna spacings (wavelengths) -  d/A

Figure 6.7: Effective degrees of freedom versus antenna element spacings for 
2 x 2  MIMO Systems

Fig. 6.7 verifies that the MIMO system with closely spaced antenna el
ements exhibits a higher effective degrees of freedom (EDOF), if the noise 
correlation due to the mutual coupling is taken into account than the case 
where the noise coupling is neglected. We compute the EDOF with (mcstn) 
and without (mcs) noise correlation, in both cases the signal is correlated due 
to the mutual coupling effect. Additionally, from Fig. 6.7, we confirm that 
the water-filling power allocation scheme performs better, even for antenna 
spacing d —> 0 when we have only one effective receiving antenna element 
(overlapping case), where the EDOF converges to 1. In that case the mul
tiple antenna system collapses to a single antenna system, and the effective
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number of MIMO-subchannels drops to one.

6.5 N oise C o rre la tio n  F ac to r

In this Section, we derive the noise correlation factor and an upper bound 
of the channel capacity of the MIMO systems with the coupled receiving 
antennas [81]. The noise factor quantifies the noise correlation contribution 
to the channel capacity, while the upper bound of channel capacity represents 
the theoretical limits that might be reached when the noise is correlated.

In order to derive the noise factor, the derivation of the channel capacity 
of MIMO systems, presented in Section 5.2 will be partially repeated.

The capacity is given in terms of the mutual information rate between 
X(x, y) the channel input vector x and output vector y as

where 7i(y) and 7d(y|x) are the entropies in y and y|x, respectively and Qx 
is the covariance matrix of x.

Components of transmitted signal x are taken to be statistically indepen
dent Gaussian [1]. Thus, entropy rate 7d(x) of x is given by

From the definition of entropy rate yields that ?-f(y|x) =  fi(n), where h(n) 
is the noise entropy. The entropy rate is then

C =  m axl(x , y) =  max (TL(y) -  H(y|x)) (6.13)

ft(x) =  log2((27re) 2 |QX|)

TL(n) = H{y|x) -  log2 ((2?re)2 |Qn|) (6.14)

and

W(y) = log2((27re)5|Q„|) (6.15)

are decided by covariance matrices Q„ and Qy = HQ, H +Q „, respectively. 
Then (6.13) becomes [16]

(6.16)
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where | • | denotes the determ inant of a m atrix.

We assum e equal power allocation scheme a t the  transm itte r, and the co- 

variance m atrix  of x  is then  a diagonal m atrix  Qx = ^ - x  I n r , where Pt is the 

to ta l em itted  power and Inr  is the identity  m atrix  of order n^ . Additionally, 

N c is the noise correlation m atrix  and H  is the  channel m atrix.

Now, the ergodic channel capacity m ay be defined as

C = E il l°g2
/|N c + £HHt|>q  
v |NC|

(6.17)

where the expectation £ h {‘} is taken w ith respect to  H  and (•)! denotes the 
conjugate transpose of a m atrix.

Expression (6.17) can be simplified as:

C = E U{ log I„„ + — Nr'HHt
riT

\ (6.18)

Furtherm ore, by applying the noise coupling m atrix  defined in Section 2.5, 

the  channel capacity (6.18) becomes

C log5 In* + ' N ‘HU'R nT
(6.19)

where p =
By applying the eigenvalue decom position, the  expression (6.19) may be 

rew ritten  as

( rH
C = e J  log2 P [ ( l  +  f - A j /O  [ (6.20)

L i=1 n T  )

=  Eft{ f ; ( l o g 2(l +  ^-A j/ii))}  (6.21)

where \  is the  ith eigenvalue of m atrix  H H^ and /i* is the ith eigenvalue of 

m atrix  N “ 1.

Now, by recalling the inequality (6.6)

l^i > 1 ( 6 .22)

which holds true  for an tenna  spacing d < 0.4

Furtherm ore, the following Corollary can be defined
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C o ro lla ry  6.1.

(l + —Aißij < (l + —Aijni
Tlj' Tij1

Then, the ergodic channel capacity (6.20) of the MIMO systems with 
coupled antennas can be bounded

( nR 1
C ™ T =  E H l] > > g 2 ( l  +  J

 ̂ i—1 ^  '

( HR 'I
-  I X ^ 0g2 ((■*■ + r

f  i= l  T  )

Then, the expression (6.23) can be rewritten as:

( _nT 'l nR.
CCOrr < M  E '°S2 (! + — \ + X>§2(M.)

2=1 n r  j 2=1

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.25)

Expression (6.25) represents the upper bound on MIMO channel capacity in 
the presence of correlated noise. The first term in (6.25) is the ergodic channel 
capacity of MIMO systems with white Gaussian (uncorrelated) noise [1,2], 
while the second term is the noise correlation factor (cn. Thus, expres
sion (6.25) is equivalent to

C corr < C w gn + ^  (6.26)

where the noise correlation factor £cn is defined by
nR

Ccn =  $ ^ l° g 2(^ ) (6.27)
i = 1

In the case of the white Gaussian (uncorrelated) noise, the noise correlation 
factor Ccn drops to 0, since the noise coupling matrix turns into the identity 
matrix N c = InR. Thus, the inequality (6.25) becomes equality, i.e., the 
well-know formula for the MIMO channel capacity.

By using (6.26), we isolate the noise correlation factor in the formula for 
upper bound on MIMO channel capacity in the presence of correlated noise. 
This enables quantitative investigation of the noise correlation contribution 
on the channel capacity. The derived noise correlation factor £cn represents 
the measure of the capacity increase due to the noise correlation effect.
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Figure 6.8: Upper bound and mean (ergodic) MIMO channel capacity versus 
antenna element spacings for 2 x 2  and 3 x 3  MIMO Systems

Expression (6.26) shows that we can bound the MIMO channel capacity 
as the sum of the MIMO channel capacity in the presence of white Gaussian 
(uncorrelated) noise and the noise correlation factor. This approach may 
significantly reduce the calculation complexity of MIMO channel capacity in 
the presence of correlated noise, avoiding the complex matrix multiplications, 
which are time-consuming for large numbers of antenna elements.

Fig. 6.8 shows the mean (ergodic) channel capacity of 2x2 and 3x3 MIMO 
systems. The mean channel capacity is calculated under the assumption 
that mutual coupling affects both the signal and thermal noise (mcstn). For 
the purpose of comparison, the capacity is computed when mutual coupling 
is considered on the signal only, and it is denoted by (mcs). Then, the 
capacity is computed when the multiple antennas are closely spaced but
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the signal and noise coupling are neglected from the analysis. It is denoted 
by (nmc) in Fig. 6.8. Fig. 6.8 also illustrates an upper bound on MIMO 
channel capacity.

We observe the channel capacity performance when the inter-element 
spacing at the receiver side is within the range [0, 0.5A], for which the mu
tual interactions between antennas are considerable. Further, if the signal 
correlation due to the scattering is very high, the signal coupling actually re
duces the equivalent signal correlation [82], and hence enhances the channel 
capacity performances. One can observe this effect by comparing the (mcs) 
and (nmc) curves.

Fig. 6.8 depicts that the upper bound can be used for a rough estimation 
of MIMO channel capacity. Moreover, the use of the upper bound formula 
for the rough channel capacity estimation is justified by the fact that the 
complex matrix multiplications are substituted with simple additions.

Fig. 6.8 also shows how ergodic MIMO channel capacity evolves as the 
number of the transmit and receive antennas increases. The increase of 
the achievable information rate of MIMO systems due to the noise corre
lation rises even more as the number of the transmit and receive antennas 
increases. Although the conclusion is drawn based on the asymmetrical an
tenna arrangement in a three-dipole array, it is true in general for any asym
metrical arrangements. In symmetrical arrangement the signal-to-noise ratio 
per antenna is not affected by the position of the antenna.

6.6 S u m m ary  an d  C o n tr ib u tio n s

In this chapter, a thorough analysis of the channel capacity performance of 
MIMO systems with coupled antennas from different aspects is presented. It 
has been shown that the noise correlation significantly affects the channel ca
pacity performance of the MIMO systems. Furthermore, the MIMO systems 
with small antenna spacing (d < 0.4A) actually performs betters in terms 
of the channel capacity if the noise and signal correlations due to mutual 
coupling are taken into account.

Some specific contributions made in this chapter are:
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1. We show that the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems is underestimated 
if the noise correlation due to the mutual coupling effect on thermal 
noise is neglected. We confirm the result by applying both the equal 
and water filling transmitted power allocation schemes.

2. We provide numerical investigation of the outage capacity, and confirm 
that the multi-antenna systems with the small antenna spacing 0.2A 
provides almost 4 — 6% better performance in outage capacity if mutual 
coupling on the noise and signal are accounted for. We investigate the 
CDF’s for the small antenna spacings of 0.3 A and 0.6 A. We use the 
antenna spacing 0.6 A as the inter-element distance which provides the 
uncorrelated noise and signal in the multiple antennas.

3. We apply an eigenvalue decomposition to determine the effect of noise 
correlation on the channel capacity. The advantage of the eigenvalue 
decomposition is that it directly provides information about the MIMO 
channel capacity co-factors: the intensity of each MIMO sub-channel 
(evaluated by signal-to-noise ratio level) and the effective number of 
MIMO sub-channels.

4. We provide an analysis of the effective degrees of freedom in the MIMO 
systems with closely spaced antennas, for both equal and water filling 
transmitted power allocation schemes, and it confirms the superior be
havior of the water filling allocation scheme. Namely, we show that 
for the WF scheme, the total power is better distributed especially for 
very small antenna spacing (d —> 0), when the number of effectively 
subchannels drops to 1.

5. We derive the noise correlation factor which enables a significant re
duction in the calculation complexity of MIMO channel capacity in the 
presence of correlated noise, avoiding complex matrix multiplications, 
which are time-consuming for large numbers of antenna elements.

6. We present an upper bound on channel capacity of MIMO system in 
the presence of correlated noise.
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In summary, we confirm that in order to provide a thorough analysis of 
the electromagnetic coupling effects on MIMO channel capacity we need to 
consider noise correlation in addition to signal correlation due to mutual cou
pling. We show that the mutual coupling effect which correlates both signal 
and thermal noise could be a beneficial factor in the achievable information 
rate over the MIMO systems. The statement is valid for the case when the 
small inter-element separation (d < 0.4A) is enforced due to limited size of 
hand-held devices.



C h ap te r  7

T erm ination  dependance

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have shown that the noise coupling significantly affects 
the channel capacity performance of MIMO systems, and that the channel ca
pacity might be considerable underestimated if the noise coupling is omitted 
from the analysis.

In this chapter the impedance mismatching effect due to the mutual cou
pling of thermal noise is considered. The design of passive and lossless de
coupling and matching networks has been suggested in [83-85] in order to 
improve the transmitting and receiving capability of antenna arrays [3]. Re
cently, it has been reported in [39,86] that the choice of termination network 
might have signihcant impact on the performance of multi-antenna systems 
in terms of the transmitted and received signal powers [86] as well as the 
capacity [39]. Furthermore, an algorithm to come up with an adjusted net
work matrix that counteracts the mismatching effect on power is presented 
in [87]. Additionally, the impact of matching network on the antenna correla
tion, matching efficiency and bandwidth in compact antenna arrays used for 
wideband wireless systems has been investigated in [88]. However, the noise 
power was omitted from those discussions, even though the noise power level 
is closely related to the apparent resistive part of the antenna impedance.

Here, we provide an analysis of the mismatching effect on thermal noise. 
Further, we estimate the channel capacity of MIMO system when different

93
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matching networks are employed. This analysis represents the most logical 
extension to our study of noise coupling effect in the multi-antenna system, 
presented in Chapter 2 and its impact on the channel capacity presented 
in Chapter 6. The analytical results are corroborated by the simulation 
results [89]

7.2 M a tc h in g  N e tw o rk  S pec ifica tion

There are many coupling networks that can be used to connect the trans
mission lines to the antenna elements and which can be designed to provide 
acceptable diversity and capacity performances. A general block diagram 
of the receive subsystem with an associated matching network is presented 
in Fig. 7.1, where the equivalent matching load is denoted by Zm -

In the following, we introduce three most common matching networks 
found in the literature.

The characteristic impedance matching network is considered as it can 
be often found in practical applications. On the other hand, in order to sat
isfy the maximal delivered power condition, the optimal hermitian match (or 
multiport conjugate match) with non-zero off-diagonal terms is usually pro
posed [39,84,86,90]. Although a practical implementation of the multi-port 
conjugate match for two coupled antennas is proposed in [91], it is still dif
ficult to accomplish the match for larger numbers of antennas. Thus, the 
self-impedance matching network as a satisfactory sub-optimal solution in 
terms of maximal power delivery is additionally considered.

Although the matching network conditions are explained in the context 
of the receive mode, they are equally applicable to the transmit mode.

7.2.1 C h a ra c te r is t ic  Im p e d a n c e  M a tc h

The characteristic impedance match is achieved when antennas are termi
nated by the characteristic impedances Zc. In other words, there is no 
matching network. It can be modeled by removing of the matching network
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of the receive subsystem including mutually cou
pled array, matching network and loads

in Fig. 7.1. In such a way, it can be defined as

Z m  =  ZcInR (7.1)

where Zc is the characteristic impedance.
The degree of mismatch depends on the difference between the antenna 

self and mutual impedances and the characteristic impedance.

7.2 .2  S e lf-Im p e d a n c e  M a tc h

A relatively simple way to accomplish impedance matching, although sub- 
optimal, is when the antenna elements are terminated by 
self-impedances. Then, the self-impedance match can be defined as

Zm =  diag(Z*) (7.2)

where Z is the mutual impedance matrix, and diag(-) operator retains only 
the diagonal elements of the matrix operand.

For isolated antennas, the self-impedance match is also known as the 
complex conjugate match [92]. Theoretically, it facilities maximum power
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Figure 7.2: Multiport Conjugate Match

transfer to the load when there is no mutual coupling, i.e., the array antennas 
are infinitely far apart. At finite antenna separation, however, the goodness 
of the match depends on the behavior of the mutual impedance which is not 
taken into account.

7.2 .3  M u ltip ort C onju gate  (M C ) M atch

The so-called multi-port conjugate [39] (or optimal Hermitian [86]) match 
takes account of the mutual coupling among the antenna ports. In the mod
eling of MC match, the interconnections between all ports on the two sides of 
the network are permitted. Furthermore, the MC match requires one side of 
the matching network to be conjugate-matched to the antennas and the other 
side to the loads, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. While the condition for optimum 
matching of multiple antennas (or MC match) is well known [39,45,86], its 
practical implementation is a subject of current interest [91,93].
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7.3 N oise P ow er A nalysis

For the system shown in Fig. 7.1, the noise current covariance matrix (2.26), 
originally derived in chapter 2, can be written as

N,•(/) =  2kTB(Z + ZM)- ‘ ((Z + ZM) +  (Z + ZM)*) ((Z +  Z « )"1)' (7.3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the absolute temperature, B  is the 
bandwidth, Z is the mutual impedance matrix of the multi-antenna systems 
and ZM is the impedance matrix of the equivalent matching load.

In the following, we show how the different matching network transforms 
the noise current covariance matrix.

C haracteristic  Im pedance M atch

By substituting ZM — Z*c and Zc = Zcl nR in (7.3), the noise current covari
ance matrix takes the following form

N, = jjf
= 2kT B(Z  + Z ;)-‘ ((Z +  Z*e) + (Z + Z*)*)((Z +  Z^)“1)* (7.4)

The noise voltage covariance matrix is 

N cm, =  v v T

= 2kTB({Z + Z*) +  (Z +  Z*)*)((Z +  Z*)-1)* ^  +  Z*) (7.5)

Then, the corresponding correlated noise power matrix can be written as

Nc =  fcT7?diagf(Zc + Z*)((Z +  Z()_1((Z + Z*) + (Z + Z))’)((Z + Z*)_1),d

(7.6)
The degree of mismatch depends on the difference between the antenna self 
and mutual impedances and the characteristics impedance.
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Self-Im pedance M atch

For the self-impedance match, the noise current covariance matrix can be 
calculated as

N , =  £{jj*}

=  2kTB(Z  +  diag(Z*))_1((Z +  diag(Z*))

+  (Z + diag(Z*))*)((Z + diag(Z*))~1)t (7.7)

For widely spaced antennas, the self-impedance match is actually the optimal 
(complex conjugate) match [92]. The mutual impedance matrix is diagonal, 
and the condition (7.2) can be simplified as

ZM = diag(Z*) -  Z*

In such a way, the noise covariance matrix can be written as 

=  £ { v v f}

= 2kTB((Z  +  Z*) +  (Z + Z*)*)((Z + Z*)“1)1̂  +  Z*)

= 2kTB(Z  +  Z*)

=  4feTB«t{Z} (7.8)

The noise power matrix becomes

N c =  A:TBdiag((Z+Z*)((Z+Z*)-1((Z+Z*) + (Z+Z*)*)((Z+Z*)-1)t) )

= 2kT B1„r (7.9)

The total multi-port thermal noise power is then

Pn = kT BTy(Ijir) = 4 rinkTB (7.10)

The total multi-port thermal noise power becomes the sum of tir uncorrelated 
noise powers which represents the maximum noise power.

M u ltip ort C onjugate (M C ) M atch

In the MC conjugate match, one side of the matching network is conjugate- 
matched to the antenna and the other side is conjugate-matched to the load.
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Ideally, the matching network is formed with passive, reactive elements so 
that it is lossless and reciprocal.

Further, it has been shown in [90] that the eigenvalues of the character
istic noise matrix are invariant to a lossless transformation if the number of 
terminal pairs is preserved. Then, for the lossless n^-port network, the noise 
current covariance matrix becomes

N, =  2kTB(Z  + Z*)-1 ((Z + Z*) +  (Z +  Z*)*)((Z +  Z*)"1)' (7.11)

while it has been taken that antennas are looking at impedance ZM — Z*.
Then, the noise covariance matrix at the load becomes

Nco,, =  £ { v v '}

= 2kTB((Z  + Z*) +  (Z + Z*)*)((Z +  Z*)“1)t (Z +  Z*)

= 2kTB(Z  + Z*)

= 4kTB9\e{Z} (7.12)

The noise power matrix can be written as

N c = 2A)7\BdiagnZ+Z*)((Z+Z*)-1 ((Z+Z*) + (Z + Z '^ f tZ + Z * )-1)* M 

=  4kT BI„r (7.13)

The total receive thermal noise power is

Pn = T \[kTB{Z  +  Z*)_1((Z +  Z’) + (Z + Z*)*)((Z + Z*)-1)1)

=  2kTBTr(In„)
— AufikTB  (7-14)

where Tr(.) is the trace operator.
Thus, the multi-port conjugate match transforms the coupled thermal 

noise into uncorrelated noise.
The following remarks can be made:

1. The presented analysis of the mismatching effect on the noise power in 
the multi-antenna system shows that mismatching affect thermal noise 
power in addition to the signal power;
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2. Further, the signal and noise powers are affected by the mismatching 
in the coupled antenna array. Hence, it is suggested that matching 
condition should be based on the SNR observation instead on the signal 
power only;

3. Finally, one can conclude that the multi-port conjugate match acts not 
only as optimal in terms of the minimal reflections and maximal power 
transfer, but also performs as the whitening-filter for coupled thermal 
noise.

In this section, the channel capacity performance of MIMO systems with 
different matching networks are presented. The aim is to indicate on the 
possible error introduced when the mismatching effect is not accounted for 
in the thermal noise power in addition to the signal power in the coupled 
antenna system.

Here, we provide an analysis of the MIMO channel capacity with closely 
spaced antenna elements when transmitter does not have any knowledge 
about the channel characteristics (CSI is not available at transmitter). Then, 
the most reasonable strategy is to equally distribute the transmit power 
to all n r  transmit antenna elements. Transmitted signals are taken to be 
independent and their covariance matrix is

where P t  is the total radiated power and I„T is the identity matrix of order 
nr-

The channel capacity of MIMO system is given by

where the channel matrix H, used in this analysis, is defined in Section 5.4, 
and ls  the expectation over the random channel realizations. Further,
N r is the noise correlation matrix as defined in previous section for different 
matching network.

7.4 C a p a c ity  A naly sis

(7.15)

(7.16)
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By applying the noise coupling matrix (2.32) as defined in Chapter 2, the 
capacity can be rewritten as

C = Eh I  log2 det (I + —  Nr'HH* 
nr

(7.17)

where p/nr  is the average received (SNR) signal-to-noise ratio of one sub
channel and p is defined by p = Pt /Pn-

If an eigenvalue decomposition is carried out on the matrix HIT and noise 
coupling matrix N c, the channel capacity can be rewritten in the following 
form

c-E«Kn(,+̂ )}
(7.18)

where A * is the ith eigenvalue of matrix HIT, vt is the ith eigenvalue of matrix 
N c and

r H =  ra n k fN ^ H H ^ )  < min(riT, % ). (7-19)

The eigenvalues of the noise coupling matrix N c are defined by inequal
ity (6.6) in Chapter 6

Vi< 1 => — > 1 (7.20)
Vi

where there is strict inequality for antenna spacings lower than 0.4A as illus
trated in Fig. 2.4.

Based on (7.18) and (7.20), one can conclude that as the eigenvalues of 
channel matrix represent virtual channel gains, the eigenvalues of noise cor
relation matrix may be considered as an additional increment to the channel 
gains. We show that this additional increment of channel gain is the con
sequence of the noise coupling. In the case of the ideally matched lossless 
termination network this increment drops to zero.

Care should be taken about the potentially beneficial effect of mismatch
ing on thermal noise, and in such a way on the capacity performance. The 
outcome is a result of the combined mismatching effect on both signal and 
thermal noise. In such a way, the mismatching conditions should be defined 
based on the SNR observation rather than on the signal power only.
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The result is especially relevant for wireless systems operating in the low 
SNR regime such as mobile handheld devices. Furthermore, it can be ex
ploited to design RF front-end part of mobile handheld devices with lower 
transmit output power while preserving the same information rate perfor
mance.

7.4.1 S im u la tio n  R e su lts

To confirm results of the presented analytical analysis, we use simulation 
models consisting of ULA’s with two and three half-wave dipoles. The mutual 
impedance matrices are calculated by using the S O N N E T ®  [32] software. 
The transmitting antennas are taken to be widely spaced in most cases, if not 
specified otherwise. The receiving multi-antenna system with interelement 
distance d is used, where d is varied within the range [0, A]. The outdoor 
channel is simulated by using the MIMO outdoor channel model given in Sec
tion 5.4.2. The channel capacity is calculated over 10000 channel realizations.

Fig. 7.3 depicts the thermal noise power of a coupled antenna normalized 
by thermal noise power of an isolated antenna. Here, coupled thermal noise 
power is calculated for two cases: antennas are terminated by the character
istic impedance match (Ch. imped.) and the self-impedance match (Self- 
imped.). The decrease of the coupled noise power is closely related to the 
impedance mismatching effect on thermal noise. Namely, due to the mis
matching effect the resistive part of impedance is transformed, and hence 
the dissipated noise power is affected. In the case of uniform linear dipole 
array, we have found that the actual coupled noise power is lower than that 
of the isolated antennas.

Intuitively, the decrease in the noise power can be explained by using the 
antenna radiation pattern. Namely, it has been found in [41,72] that the 
mutual coupling distorts the antenna radiation pattern. Since the receiver 
noise is partly generated from its own load resistance and partially from the 
environment (isotropic noise), the distortion of the antenna radiation pattern 
will affect the thermal noise power in addition to the reported distortion of 
signal power. Thus, the radiation pattern degradation and the fact that the
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Figure 7.3: Mutual coupling effect on thermal noise; Thermal noise power 
of coupled antenna element in two-antenna array with: (1) characteristic im
pedance match and (2) self-impedance match normalized by the uncorrelated 
thermal noise power (3)

neighboring antenna acting as the electromagnetic reflector cause the noise 
power decrement of the coupled antenna for the antenna spacing d < 0.4A.

Our simulation results show that for antenna spacing d < 0.4A, the effect 
of antenna mismatch due to mutual coupling decreases thermal noise in the 
case of the non-optimal match (characteristic and self-impedance). Beyond 
this distance (0.4A) and up to d — 1A, one can observe that the coupled 
thermal noise power slightly oscillates around the uncorrelated thermal noise 
level. For the d > 1A antenna spacing, coupled thermal noise power and 
thermal noise power level of isolated antennas merges into one curve as the 
effect of mutual coupling diminishes. This confirms our analytical results 
that the thermal noise power is affected by the mismatching impedance effect.
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Figure 7.4: Mean (ergodic) capacity versus antenna spacings for 2 x 2 MIMO 
system

Furthermore, we confirm that for the optimal MC lossless matching network, 
the noise appears uncorrelated at the output of the coupled antennas.

Another interesting conclusion that could be drawn from the result in 
Fig. 7.3 is that within the antenna spacing range d < 0.4A, the coupled 
thermal noise power level is always below the uncorrelated noise power. Thus, 
the MC match does not only maximize delivered signal power, but it acts 
as decoupling network for thermal noise as well [90]. Although the power 
maximization and reflection minimization properties of multi-port conjugate 
match is well known for signals, here we confirm its whitening property on 
the thermal noise.

Fig. 7.4 depicts the mean channel capacity of a 2 x 2 MIMO system for 
different levels of mutual coupling (or antenna spacings). We provide chan
nel capacity estimation for closely spaced receive antennas. We neglect the 
transmit signal spatial correlation presupposing wide inter-element spacing
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at the transmitter side. In order to get perceptibly clearer representation 
of our analysis, we provide the simulation results for antenna spacings up 
to 0.5A, as the thermal noise mutual coupling is considerable for antenna 
spacing up to 0.4A.

Further, in Fig. 7.4, an investigation of the noise correlation effect on 
channel capacity has been done for the multi-antennas terminated by: the 
MC match, the self-impedance and the characteristic impedance matching 
network. We compare the case where mutual coupling is accounted for in 
both the signal and thermal noise against the case when only the signal 
coupling is taken into account.

Further, an estimate of the mean channel capacity is calculated for: (1) (mc- 
stnO) the receive antennas systems is simulated with the MC match; the 
receive antenna system is terminated by the self-impedance match and an
tenna systems is simulated with mutual coupling on the signal and ther
mal noise (2) (mcstnS) and only on the signal (3) (mcsS). Then, the multi
antenna system terminated by the characteristic-impedance match and an
tenna system is simulated with mutual coupling on both the signal and ther
mal noise (4) (mcstnC) and on the signal only (5) (mcC).

From Fig. 7.4. one can conclude that MC match prevails as the opti
mal match for the combined mutual coupling effect on signal and thermal 
noise. For antenna spacing below 0.4A mutual coupling on thermal noise pro
vides an obvious capacity benefit for both self- and characteristic impedance 
match. While the self- and characteristic impedance match yields a mod
est capacity degradation in comparison with the optimal match, the results 
in Fig. 7.4 show that the actual degradation is lower than that in [39] when 
the thermal noise mutual coupling was neglected. Fig. 7.5 demonstrates the 
combined effect of mutual coupling at transmitter and receiver side. The 
transmit and receive antenna spacing are equal and the mean capacity is es
timated for the self-impedance match (TxRxS) and optimal match (TxRxO). 
Fig. 7.5 shows that the optimal match (TxRxO) performs better than the sub- 
optimal match even for the case when receive and transmit antennas are cou
pled and both the signal and thermal noise mutual coupling are considered. 
Furthermore, it was confirmed that the transmit mutual coupling (TxRxS) 
degrades the capacity performance comparing with the case with no con-
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Figure 7.5: Mean (ergodic) capacity versus transmit and receive antenna 
spacing for different antenna coupling assumption

straint on the emitted power (RxS). Therefore, Fig. 7.5 represents a more 
realistic estimation of the channel capacity of MIMO systems with small an
tenna spacings as we present the case when small antenna spacings is only 
enforced at the receiver and compare it with the case when both the receive 
and transmit multiple antennas are closely spaced.

7.5 S u m m ary  an d  C o n tr ib u tio n s

In this chapter, we provide an analysis of the effect of mutual coupling on 
the channel capacity of MIMO systems with different matching networks. 
The results indicate that an additional factor — the spatial electromagnetic 
noise correlation — must be included into the analysis in order to correctly 
evaluate the effect of the matching networks for the particular multi-antenna
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systems.
Some specific contributions made in this chapter are:

1. We provide an analysis of the termination-dependant noise covariance 
matrix for three most common matching networks. We show that the 
impedance mismatching effect does affect the thermal noise in addition 
to the previously reported effect on the signal.

2. We show that the MC match acts not only as the optimal match in 
terms of maximal delivered signal power, but also as the whitening 
filter for the coupled thermal noise.

3. We show that an accurate matching network design should be based 
on the signal-to-noise ratio analysis rather than on the signal power 
analysis. This is especially important for wireless systems operating in 
the low SNR regime, such as mobile handheld devices.

4. We confirm that the transmit coupling degrades the capacity perfor
mance comparing with the case with no constraint on the emitted 
power.

In summary, we show that an adequate consideration of the noise cou
pling effect could improve the design of the matching networks. Further, 
we show that the multiple antennas with inter-element separations less than 
0.4A performs better in terms of capacity, if mutual coupling is accounted for 
in both the signal and noise. This result indicates the possibility to conserve 
the transmit output power, which is an important issue for battery operated 
devices.



C h a p te r  8

C onclusions a n d  F u tu re  w ork

This chapter states the conclusions drawn from Part II of the thesis. Follow
ing this, some possible future directions are proposed.

8.1 C onclusions

This part of thesis has been concerned with the potential practical and theo
retical limitations on the achievable information rate over the MIMO systems 
with closely spaced multiple antennas. As it has been discussed, small inter
element separation between the multiple antennas results in a high level of 
correlation. In particular, the correlation due to the mutual coupling is the 
main focus of this thesis.

By introducing the previously ignored noise coupling effect into the chan
nel capacity analysis, we more accurately estimated the channel capacity. In 
particular, we outlined the following:

• In order to provide a more comprehensive insight into the effect of 
noise coupling on the MIMO channel capacity, we analyzed the ergodic 
channel capacity under different assumptions based on the availability 
of the channel state information at the transmitter. In particular, we 
analyzed the ergodic channel capacity with equal power allocation and 
water-filling power allocation schemes of the transmitted power. We 
showed that the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems is underestimated if 
the noise correlation due to the mutual coupling on the thermal noise is

108
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neglected. Furthermore, we confirmed that the water-filling allocation 
scheme is superior to the equal-power allocation scheme, and this su
periority is greater when multiple antennas with non-uniformly spaced 
antennas are used at the receiver. In that case, the noise coupling af
fects the signal-to-noise ratio of individual antennas differantly, and the 
water-filling scheme better allocates the total transmitted power.

• To better understand the characteristics of realistic information trans
mission over fading channels, it is important to analyze the distribution 
of mutual information over realizations of fading. In such a way, out
age capacity provides information about the variance of the mutual 
information, the smaller the variance, the lower the probability of out
age error when transmitting at the fixed rate. Therefore, we provided 
numerical investigation of the outage capacity, and showed that the 
multi-antenna systems with small antenna spacing up to 0.2A provides 
almost 4 — 6% better performance in outage capacity if the mutual 
coupling on the noise is accounted for. In addition, we confirmed the 
result by investigating the CDF’s for small antenna spacing of 0.3 A 
and 0.6 A, where the large spacing closely approximates the case of 
uncorrelated signal and noise.

• By introducing the concept of the effective degrees of freedom, we at
tempted to isolate and study the effect of correlation in the MIMO 
systems. Especially, we emphasized the noise correlation effect on the 
channel capacity. We showed how the number of effective degrees of 
freedom decreases with the reduction of the inter-element separation. 
Further, we showed that for very small antenna spacing (d —> 0) when 
the number of effective subchannels drops to 1 the water-filling allo
cation scheme is superior as it reconfigures to the optimal situation of 
allocating the total power to only one receiving antenna.

• We isolated the contribution from the noise correlation in the channel 
capacity formula by deriving the noise correlation factor. It enables 
a significant reduction in the calculation complexity of MIMO channel 
capacity in the presence of correlated noise by avoiding complex matrix
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multiplications, which are time-consuming for large numbers of antenna 
elements.

• We derived an upper bound on the channel capacity of MIMO system 
in the presence of correlated noise. This is a significant result as it 
enables the channel capacity estimation of the multiple antennas with 
closely spaced antennas which avoids complex matrix computations.

• In order to accurately calculate the received correlated noise power, it is 
essential to take account of the antenna mismatching impedance effect 
in the analysis. Therefore, we provided the analysis of the noise co- 
variance matrix for three most common antenna terminated matching 
networks. We presented the impact of different termination matching 
networks on the noise covariance matrix, and the corresponding re
ceived thermal noise power. We showed that the MC match acts not 
only as the optimal match in terms of maximal delivered signal power, 
but also as the whitening filter for the coupled thermal noise.

• Finally, the results of our termination network analysis implied that an 
accurate matching network design should be based on the SNR analysis 
rather than on the signal power analysis. This is especially important 
for wireless systems operating in the low SNR regime, such as mobile 
handheld devices.

8.2 F u tu re  D irec tio n s  of R esea rch

Although this thesis has given valuable insights into the function of the multi
antenna systems with small antenna spacing, and the achievable channel 
capacity of such systems, there are many more research directions one could 
follow to further broaden the understanding and implementation of such 
systems. Outlined below is a small subset of a much larger group of possible 
research projects pertinent to this thesis.

Channel modeling The channel model used in this thesis is based on the 
separable correlation model. However we are fully aware of its limi
tations especially for indoor environments. To fully understand and
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exploit all properties that a wireless channel offers, there is a need to 
further extend the modeling of the scattering environment. In particu
lar, a significant amount of work is required to fully develop a channel 
model which includes the spatial correlation due to the mutual coupling 
and the scattering effect from scatterers in the far-field as well as the 
near-field region of the antenna.

In addition, channel modeling should be extended to the millimeter- 
wave frequency band (30 GHz-300 GHz) as new wireless applications 
are appearing in those frequency bands. Although the channel model 
for the 60 GHz frequency band is well on the way, a significant amount 
of work is still needed in this area. Especially, for the case when the 
signal wavelength approaches the size of a rain drop, the scattering 
modeling and spatial correlation should be reconsidered. Furthermore, 
the spatial noise correlation due to scattering, particulary in the indoor 
environment, should be reviewed.

Signal processing theory This thesis has focused on the front-end part of 
receiver, an obvious extension is to include the digital signal processing 
(DSP) unit in our analysis. In such a way, the behavior of a minimum 
mean squared error (MMSE) receiver should be examined in the pres
ence of the coupled noise. Different adaptive algorithm schemes will be 
exploited in order to propose an adequate solution for the DSP unit.

In this thesis, we examined the multi-antenna systems which are used 
as spatial multiplexers. A logical extension of our analysis will be to 
investigate the noise coupling effect on the beamforming performance 
of adaptive antenna arrays. The aim of such analysis is to propose an 
adaptive scheme that maximizes the information rate over the wireless 
links with adaptive antenna arrays in the presence of correlated noise.

In addition, recent studies have indicated that a new degree of freedom 
might be introduced by exploiting polarization diversity. Following 
that, the mobile hand-held devices with orthogonally polarized anten
nas closely spaced to each other might be a possible solution in order 
to achieve a high information data rate. The channel capacity of such 
systems should be analyzed, and, based on that, the optimal antenna
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arrangement for the mobile hand-held devices might be proposed.

Im plem entation  The practical implementation of MIMO systems has been 
the subject of several standardization efforts, such as the high-speed 
packet data mode of third-generation cellular systems IMT-2000, as 
well as the high-throughput wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) (IEEE 
802.1 In). However, further improvements in the implementation of 
MIMO systems is possible only when all effects arising from the appli
cation of multiple antennas are theoretically accounted for, and practi
cally verified. In such a way, the experimental validation of the results 
presented in this thesis might be the next step.
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